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From the Editor                           

Education is the founding stone of a country’s economy. Indian 

Education System has been synonymous with ‘Entrance 

Exams’ ‘Board Exams’ and ‘Marks’. A student in India is left 

with the options of choosing field i.e. Science, Arts or 

Commerce after he/she finishes his tenth grade. However, the 

students are opting to go abroad for further studies after 

completing their graduation in India. It shows the need for 

technology and upgrades of the education curriculum in India. The 

country is on its way of the digital revolution and is progressing each day towards 

digitalization, leading to our changing lifestyles. In the past 10 years, the education sector 

of our country has witnessed many prominent changes in the way of learning. 

In this edition of Education India, the cover story i.e. Overview of Education Boards in India 

highlights various features of different education boards in India, number of schools 

affiliated to each of the boards, number of students’ enrolments in different education 

boards. 

Apart from overview of different education boards in India, this edition of Education India 

has also come up with a special coverage of “Experiential Learning. Special Coverage talks 

about the role of Experiential Learning taking over the traditional approach of teaching. It 

also covers the initiative taken by government to promote Experiential Learning in 

education. 

This Issue also covers the thoughts and opinions of the top educationists, who have great 

expertise in the education sector as well as have explored, initiated and tried implementing 

their ideas to transform the way of learning. 

Another section of the Issue also covers all latest updates and technological developments 

from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key 

developments in India and globally. 

I wish you a happy and interesting reading!! 
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Brainwonders 

 Sanfort Schools Launches Brainwonders Career Services in Delhi/NCR 

In a milestone event, the Sanfort Group of Schools has taken a major initiative towards child development to partner with 
Brainwonders- the largest in the field of career counselling and assessments.  

 
The team of Sanfort Group of Schools lead by Mrs. Kavita Rathor (Founder Director), Dr. S. K. Rathor (Founder, Chairman & MD), 
Sneha Rathor (CEO) and Abhishek Rathor (COO) who have set examples of excellence in the field of Early Education since 1999, 
launched their own chain of Pre Schools in 2009 to cater to the treasure trove of India and other countries as well- the children. 
To cherish this landmark association building a new legacy in the education sector, here is what Ms. Sneha Rathor (CEO, Sanfort 
Group of Schools) has to say: 

 
How did you start your journey to become the CEO of Sanfort Group of Schools? 
At the age of 16, I was mesmerized by my parents' passion towards education and as I travelled the world, I was awestruck by the 
way a child perceives the world around him/ her. That was the time knew that education was my calling.  
At the age of 20, my first workshop helps me put one insight into perspective- parents are the key stakeholders. And thus, I pursued 
my education in the same field. 
When I became the Vice President (New Initiatives), I decided to hone my skills via research in the field and pursued my post-
graduation from Leeds-Beckett University (UK) in Childhood Studies and Early Years.  
Now, it gives me immense pleasure to head one of the most renowned preschool chain- Sanfort, in India and Abroad. 

 
You serve as a role model to many in the education sector. What inspires your contributions to the industry? 
I see myself as unconventional as I started as an educator in early 20s itself. I have received feedback suggesting that I have 'young 
ideas and energy' adding to the sector. I of course thank the guidance of various experts who have guided me. I would like to state 
that education sector demands more young minds to grow more young minds, and I would always encourage this wind of change. 
Thus, understanding the growth patterns of a child at an early age and groom it holistically is what pushes me. Brainwonders fits 
in as the right choice to sole the dilemma. I am talking about addressing gaps beyond academics- including physical, creative and 
life skills- instill in them the thought process to become a great human being. 
The way that teachers are perceived by the society today and their training is one more void that I endeavour to fill in. This is 
crucial. Keeping us updated in such a dynamic world, creating something unique for them every moment is the need of the hour. 

 
Sanfort Group of Schools are renowned for their excellence. How has Sanfort Group of Schools grown to such heights? 
It is an incredibly remarking journey- we have reached 250+ schools in India and neighbouring countries in a decade; and we are 
not stopping anytime soon. I must credit this amazing growth to parents' faith in us and their understanding the significance of 
preschool in a child's life. 

 
Fostering the idea of innovation, you have recently become the Brainwonders Regional Career Counselling Centre for Delhi- 
NCR. Why have you taken this unique Venture? 
Our parents' support us to innovate. Our commitment to innovation is what helps us make a difference. Such growth has attracted 
more investors as well. 
As I mentioned, we seek uniqueness. And Brainwonders being a leading career counselling company offered us the same. Not only 
is their concept highly researched and valued by top educators- the whole aspect of genetic intelligence thrives on celebrating 
each child's unique potential. 
With a constant hunger to provide quality oriented grooming of the child, Sanfort Group of Schools found their vision echoed with 
Brainwonders- led by Mr Manish Naidu (Founder & CEO, Brainwonders). Mr Manish Naidu himself has initiated Brainwonders in 
2011 with the mission built up on the ‘Happy Child Concept’. Brainwonders caters to all age groups to not only focus on the child, 
but work holistically with the ecosystem including the parents and teachers to ensure that child unlocks and maximizes their true 
potential. 

 
How will the students and parents of Delhi-NCR benefit from your partnership with Brainwonders Career Counselling Company? 
A great part of our journey is catered by our franchise partners- this is how we have expanded and finding the right association 
helps us carry the name of the Sanfort group vision and mission ahead. 
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Brainwonders 

Sanfort Group of Schools has now become a Regional Partner of Brainwonders for Delhi/ NCR. With the association, Sanfort 
schools across Delhi/ NCR will be providing the following service to all age groups:  

● Interest-Career Test 
● U.S. Patented Genetic Test 
● Aptitude Test 
● Personality Test 
● Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.) Test 
● School-Connect Programmes 
● Corporate Assessment and Trainings 
● Child-Parent Workshops 

The Sanfort-Brainwonders team is comprised of the largest network of Psychologists and Counsellors dedicatedly working for 
private, educational and corporate assessments for each age group: 

● 2-4 yrs: Selecting the right Preschool 
● 5-7 yrs: ICSE/CBSE/SSC/IB? Selecting the right Board 
● 8-10 yrs: The right activity class to join 
● 11-13 yrs: Right Subject Selection 
● 14-15 yrs: Getting the best Exam Results  
● 16-17 yrs: Engineering/ Medical/ B.A./ B.Sc./ B.Com./ Law and college application 
● 18-19 yrs: Right Course in the Right College 
● 20-22 yrs: Right Career Choice 
● 25 yrs+: Career and Life Introspection 
● Human Resource: It provides complete profile of the individual and thus helps in their assessment in terms of 

abilities, areas of concern, soft skills and technical skills. Many HR professionals are turning to Brainwonders 
DMIT to recruit and manage the best employees and orient them towards growth. 

 
As a leading educationist, how do you see your mission advancing as a Brainwonders Regional Centre? 
Just like Sanfort, Brainwonders has always catered to their goals of ensuring that the lifelong perspective of multifaceted growth 
which involves the emotional, social, physical, occupational and psychological aspects are noticed, mapped, targeted and 
regulated as one grows- right at the beginning! Then, one takes ahead the comprehension of each trait, characteristic and 
function- to know where one lies and where does one proceed. The whole process is conducted in a highly nuanced manner, and 
helps in further exploring and realizing one to achieve their full potential. The Sanfort-Brainwonders team will be dedicatedly 
working towards building an ecosystem for a child to thrive- where every child shines their own light. 

 
With your newest association with Brainwonders what are the global visions you want to materialize? 
Known for their varied services, Brainwonders has been a front runner when it comes to career guidance owing to their panel of 
expert psychologists, comprehensive test batteries and plethora of case studies and resources. As a career is one of the most 
defining aspects of an individual identity, it also adds to the financial, social and personal value of a person, students often struggle 
with the burden of making this decision right. Various kinds of environmental and social pressure combined with the paradox of 
choice is what complicates the process further. That is why, many will flock to Sanfort-Brainwonders team to get professional and 
unbiased consultation from certified psychologists and career counsellors and have reported happy results followed by a stress-
free lifestyle and successful professional growth! So far the team has transformed the lives of more than 7 lakh students and 325+ 
academic institutions, with various esteemed educators and healthcare professionals vouching for the counselling and guidance. 

 
Hence, now the children, teenagers and professionals of Delhi/ NCR will be enhancing their quality of occupational lives by leaps 
and bounds using the Brainwonders Counselling services provided by Sanfort Group of Schools! 
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Empowering the Global K-12 Education through Technology 

Education technology and ICT based learning has revolutionized the way students learn in 
this era. The global standards of education have reached a new high where technology plays 
a vital role in shaping the way students learn. The way the teaching methodologies have 
evolved emphasizes more on learning outcomes where child centric education is of utmost 
importance. Moving ahead with the same thought and vision in mind we have decided to 
bring technologies like Augmented reality and Virtual reality and make it accessible to the 
students and schools across India.   
 

Our Journey 
Entab has pioneered in ERP solutions for almost two decades and streamlined the 
administrative work of more than 1200 in India and abroad. CampusCare® and CampusSoft® 
have carved a niche and is India’s most preferred ERP solution. We have made a mark in the 
solutions we provide and the faith of our clients have always inspired us to come out with 
new modules and innovative measures to keep system robust and provide the best to the 
schools. Adding on to the same, this year we added to the eLearning segment by partnering 
with Eureka, to provide quality digital education of Science and Maths and the learning 
software is known as CampusCare(R) i-Learn. The digital content will be integrated with our 
CampusCare® app and can be accessed with schools as well as parents. 
 

Blend the digital content with classroom teaching 
Digital content is to empower the teachers and students. The correct blend of digital content 
when rightly embedded in the lesson plans always ensures emphatic teaching. The teaching–learning process had become student 
centric and use of technology always improves the engagement and retention level of the learners. When students can simulate 
the environment, they learn by doing. We have brought forth different learning elements using 3D videos, Simulation, Interactive 
and the use of technology like AR and VR. 

 

Our Offerings 
1.Immersive Experience through Virtual Reality(VR) 

Virtual reality gives a very engaging experience and when rightly used in education, it can help in increasing the attention span of 
students. It is a three-dimensional world where a user can manipulate and explore while feeling as if he were in that world. In a 
virtual reality environment, a learner experiences complete immersion with the feeling of being inside and a part of that world 
and all sensory organs are utilized. The 360-degree view makes the graphics more compelling and caters to better understanding. 

2. Augmented Reality(AR) 

AR adds on to another dimension of learning as it allows us to augment any object in space, explore and interact with it. 
Augmented reality has a great potential to be used in the classroom because it changes the way students interact with the real 
world.  

The AR app initializes the augmentation when the image in the book is scanned by the camera of the device. The 3D model gets 
augmented on top of the textbook where the user can interact and have real time experience. 

3. 3D Stereo 

'Eureka.in 3D Stereo' explains several topics using 3DS animated video, simulation and are interactive. These high resolutions 
stereoscopic animations create an immersive effect and keep students engaged and focused. While playing simulations students 
explore complex structures in 3D which adds an element of excitement to learning. They can rotate the models 360 degrees as 
well as zoom in and zoom out at will. Thus the learning is acquired through action.  

 

Changing the Classroom dynamics as well as learning at home 
Our aim is to provide an integrated learning platform that offers a combination of usability and personalized learning experience 
anytime, anywhere. It includes features like Dashboard, Analytics, Content list, Mind-map, Playlist and many more. The emphasis 
is on expansive learning by incorporating features like consistent and proven evaluation methods, documentation of performance, 
learner-centric programs and adaptive content besides a plethora of exciting activities. The fact that our APP reaches and connects 
every parent student to the teachers and school management will help us to deliver learning modules with ease. 

Our vision is to provide the best tools to the schools we are associated with and reach out to more and enhance way schools will 
deliver in future. 

Shaji Thomas 

Director 

shaji@entab.in 

Mr. Shaji Thomas 
Director
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Education Briefs - National 

MHRD issued guidelines on schools, colleges on reopening 
Ministry of Human Resource Development 

has issued new safety guidelines to be 

followed whenever school reopens. 

Government has included few steps that will 

be a part of social distancing and that 

includes, new seating matrix, staggered 

classes, multiple entry and exit doors, 

different mess and library etc. Universities 

and colleges are shut since March 16 due to 

which students are facing academic loss. 

Ministry officials has informed education 

institutes to follow these guidelines whenever 

the lockdown will be lifted. "The guidelines 

will include a checklist and recommended 

measures to ensure student and staff safety. 

However, the COVID-19 situation in a 

particular area will also be have to kept in 

mind and the institutions will have flexibility 

to adapt to the guidelines accordingly. The 

minister has reiterated many times that the 

safety and health of students has to be 

prioritized," senior official said. We hope that 

very soon we will overcome the pandemic and 

till then we will follow the guidelines issued by 

the government for the betterment of the 

nation. 

 

IIT team developed a game that will create awareness among people 

Intelligent Software & Human Analytics 

(RISHA) Lab of Department of 

Computer Science & 

Engineering, IIT Tirupati has 

thought of making an 

educational game that will help 

to increase the awareness about 

COVID-19 pandemic. We have 

seen many people not following 

the guidelines and social 

distancing norms, this will help to aware these 

people. The development team was led by Dr. 

Sridhar Chimalakonda, Assistant Professor, 

IIT, Tirupati. 

“Given the 

relaxations 

that may 

follow after 

lifting 

lockdown, 

it is 

extremely 

important to make people aware of various 

safety precautions to stop the spread and the 

level of severity of the disease,” said, Dr 

Sridhar Chimalakonda. Game will include 

some character that and navigate the city with 

safety and health measures and buy some 

groceries and medicines. It will help people to 

understand the importance of wearing masks, 

using sanitizers and social distancing to keep 

themselves safe from the pandemic.  

  

Pedagogy raises $400,000 in a funding round by IPV 

Pedagogy, Ahmedabad based edtech startup 

has raised $400,000 in a funding round. The 

funding round was led by Inflection Point 

Ventures. Initiated by the founders Archin 

Shah, Abhilash Sonwane, and Ritesh Gandhi in 

2015, Pedagogy is changing the way students 

buy and consume books while preparing for 

entrance exams. With Pedagogy, students will 

have to buy a single subscription to access all 

the books available in their exams, giving 

them access to a large and varied selection of 

content and a personalized lesson and 

practice 

platform. In a 

country like 

India, where 

education is 

given the right 

value, students 

are under pressure to find the right resources 

at the right price to help them get better on 

their exams. Pedagogy says this makes it 

easier to work with trusted 

publishers and institutional 

professionals, bringing their 

expertise to the same 

platform and market.   

PM Deliberates on National Education Policy, Reforms in Education Sector 
Mumbai based edtech startup, Eduisfun has 

raised Rs 200 crore from angel investors and 

high worth individuals 

including actor Amitabh 

Bachchan and HDFC 

Chairman Deepak Parekh. 

CEO of Ogilvy Group, 

Piyush Pandey and Russell 

Parera, partner at Price 

Waterhouse & Co. also 

participated in this funding 

round. This is the first ever 

fund raised by Eduisfun. According to the 

sources and data, this is the fifth largest fund 

raised in 2019. Rs 

1067 crore raised 

by Byju’s in July is 

the highest of 

2019. Eduisfun 

provides game 

based 

educational 

content for 

school through 

their app “STEPApp”. The app can be 

accessed in any smartphone even with low 

data connectivity. The aim is to provide 

quality education to students at the lowest 

price and to ensure a level playing field. A 

team of 400 IITians have built the content on 

the app after researching for seven years,” 

said Praveen Tyagi, Founder, Eduisfun. 

Company would use the raised funds to 

improve their educational content and 

advertise more and more to reach their 

target audience.  
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Education Briefs - National 

Edtech startup Cuemath raised $5.5M in an extended Series B round 
Bengaluru based edtech startup, Cuemath has 

raised $5.5 million in a Series B funding round. 

Cuemath provides math 

tuition centres for classes KG 

to 10th across all major cities 

in India. Along with this, it 

also provides study material 

of maths for JEE, Olympiads, 

Math Games etc. The 

funding round was led by Manta Ray Ventures 

Limited along with participation from Capital 

G by Google and Sequoia India. "Cuemath 

takes math excellence to a wholly different 

level. Through 

its multi-

format tech-

enabled 

learning 

system, 

Cuemath 

ensures that children not only master math, 

but also fall in love with it,” said, Manan 

Khurma, Founder and CEO, Cuemath. 

Cuemath provides after school math training 

centres that are run by trained and certified 

Cuemath teachers. The startup has a strong 

presence in Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Pune, 

and Hyderabad and it would use the raised 

funds to enhance their learning content and 

improve the quality of learning delivered.  
. 

IIT Delhi to give open license for its Rs 500 Covid-19 test 
IIT Delhi plans to issue an impartial open 

license designed for its low-cost Covid-19 

companies for sale, but comes with a price 

hike - which means companies can't raise the 

price whenever they want. The Covid-19 test 

conducted by IIT Delhi which will cost more 

than Rs 500 should hit the markets in just 

three weeks and IIT Delhi will license the 

companies that meet its quality criteria only. 

More than 40 companies have reached IIT 

Delhi after obtaining approval from ICMR for 

the Covid-19 test. "Over 40 companies, 

including a few big names, have reached out 

to us to commercialize the test. We will be 

giving open licenses to companies that meet 

the quality criterion set by us," said, IIT Delhi 

Director V Ramgopal Rao. Once the things are 

ready, the average cost of the test will be 

around Rs 500 per person. 

 

IIT Hyderabad joins hands with Hong Kong firm to establish global network of venture ecosystem 

The Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad 

will be partnering with New Frontier Capital 

Management, a Hong Kong-based finance 

company with offices in Tokyo and Singapore, 

to establish a global network of logistics and 

ecosystem services. The main purpose of this 

merger will be to promote new skills, research 

and internalization. MoU signed by Prof B.S. 

Murty, Director, IIT Hyderabad and Mr. 

Shigeki Usuki, Chief Executive Officer, New 

Frontier Capital Management to facilitate this 

partnership. This MoU will also enable New 

Frontier Capital Management to establish an 

office at the IIT Hyderabad Center. The MoU 

also envisages the establishment of a 'Joint 

Innovation Center' in Tokyo, Japan, and 

Telangana and will help create an ecological 

connection system connected to global 

research centers. This MoU will allow IIT 

Hyderabad to seek funding from international 

funds operated by New Frontier Capital 

Management for its incubators and 

acceleration programs. This partnership will 

also enable the launch of many Japanese and 

international companies at IIT Hyderabad to 

promote research and development, 

innovation and innovation. 

 

 

Radio lessons starting for class 9&10 in Assam’s Barak Valley 
B arak Valley education authorities in Assam 

have partnered with All India Radio to teach 

courses for students of classes 9 and 10 to 

reduce their decline in tuition. Earlier, 

students from the Cachar and Hailakandi 

districts will be joined on May 3 to May 8 with 

a program in which to advertise recorded talks 

for teachers. "The lessons will be aired on the 

All India Radio, Silchar, during day time for 

which time slots have already been specified 

by the station. Recorded lectures of 

government school teachers will be relayed 

and students can listen to them," said, Rajiv 

Kumar Jha, Hailakandi Inspector of Schools. 

Radio classes are being started with the 

teaching of the Second Board of Education, 

Assam (SEBA) for students who cannot access 

the internet or do not have smartphones. This 

initiative by government will help students 

who are economically weak and cannot afford 

smartphones and are in low connectivity area.
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Education Briefs - National 

Edtech giant “Byju’s” in talk to raise $400 million 
Byju's, which is the India's leading online 

education platform that appeared to grow in 

popularity over the past weeks during the 

outbreak of coronavirus, is in talks to raise 

$400 million in new funding. The new funding 

will make the total valuation of the company 

to $10 billion. The additional capital will be 

part of an ongoing Bangalore-based funding 

cycle that has already seen Tiger Global and 

General Atlantic invest between $ 300 million 

to $ 350 million in a nine-year startup. The 

investment in the two companies, however, 

was worth about $ 8 billion. Byju’s was valued 

at $ 5.75 billion in July last year, when he 

raised $ 150 million for the Qatar Investment 

Authority and Owl Ventures. As the company 

has announced free use of its platform during 

the lockdown, it has seen a surge of 150% 

users during the last month. If the deal 

becomes successful, Byju’s will be India's 

second most valuable startup, joining Oyo's, 

which is valued at $ 10 billion.  

With ₹4,000 crore, AP govt launches fee reimbursement scheme for students  
Andhra Pradesh 

Chief Minister YS 

Jagan Mohan 

Reddy introduced 

Jagananna Vidya 

Deevena who 

provides a 

comprehensive 

reimbursement 

for about 14 

college students, including those in the arts, 

across the country. The government has 

restructured ₹ 4,000 crore and an anticipation 

of ₹ 1,880 crore during 

the previous TDP 

government. The amount 

is deposited directly into 

the accounts of the 

students' mothers. The 

program aims to provide 

financial assistance to 

approximately 14 

students nationally, 

especially those from low-income 

households. “Education is the only asset that 

we can offer to the lakhs of students of the 

downtrodden families. If a single student from 

each family completes their professional 

education and secure a good job, then the 

lives of the family members will be in better 

state,” said, YS Jagan Mohan. Working with 

the students through a video conference, the 

prime minister assured the country's 

government that it would always give priority 

to education and health, where no family 

should be trapped in debt due to education 

and health. 

Andhra Pradesh govt to start free GATE coaching for students amid nationwide lockdown 
The government of Andhra Pradesh has 

decided to provide students with online 

training for Graduate Aptitude Test in 

Engineering (GATE). This action has been 

taken by the government in the light of the 

nationwide shutdown of coronavirus 

outbreaks. All educational institutions and 

trainers are closed and therefore Gate 

training is provided by the government online. 

The registration of online GATE trainers has 

already begun on the official website of the 

Andhra Pradesh State Council for Higher 

Education. Voters who wish to join these 

courses may do so by registering on 

appche.org. Classroom mode and program 

will be sent to students via email, according to 

a formal notice. Students are allowed to sign 

up for as many courses as they want. With the 

closing of the nationwide ban, all educational 

institutions are closed for the safety of 

students and the general public. Many 

institutions rely on online methods for 

teaching this situation. 

IIM Nagpur & Chuo University partners for collaborative research 

The Indian Institute of Management (IIM) 

Nagpur or IIM Nagpur has signed an 

agreement with the Chuo University, 

Graduate School of Strategic Management 

(College University, GSoSM) this week. The 

agreement creates a mechanism for 

collaborative research on contemporary 

issues, intellectuals and student exchanges, as 

well as cultural exchanges between the two 

schools. The agreement is the first of its kind 

with any major Asian university of higher 

education, according to a statement from the 

institute. Starting with the University College, 

GSoSM, the agreement opens up the 

possibility of intensive exchange of courses 

with famous Japanese universities. Focus 

areas will include management and 

management issues in the context of high 

culture, entrepreneurship, and technical 

management, among others. In order to 

develop such partnerships, together with the 

outstanding international IIM Nagpur 

campaigns in Japan, IIM Nagpur recently 

launched the Center for Excellence, the Indo-

Japan Research Center (IJRC) under the 

leadership of Prof. Rahul Kumar Sett. 
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Education Briefs - National 

Students in Kerala to use face mask from the coming academic session 
Kerala Health Minister KK 

Shailaja informed that 

schoolgirls are likely to wear 

masks in the next academic 

session in the country while 

adding the practice has 

become a norm for school 

students in several countries. 

According to the minister, the 

mask rule will not continue 

indefinitely, but as a way to 

prevent coronavirus 

infection, children may need to wear a mask 

from resuming or coming 

academic session The 

state is yet to complete its 

annual primary and 

secondary examination - 

SSLC and Plus Second - 

which were postponed 

due to the spread of 

coronavirus cases. At that 

time, on the day of the 

great release of the 

government, no new 

CCIDID-19 case was confirmed in Kerala 

today, informed Ms Shailaja in a press release. 

The number of cases returned to Kerala is 401 

and 95 patients are being treated in various 

hospitals in the State. "It's a good culture. We 

will have to follow it in Kerala as well, if 

COVID-19 prevails till the time of school 

reopening. Masks helped us lower the rate of 

COVID-19 spread and resultant deaths. Kerala 

has been battling the disease, earning good 

results," said, Ms Shailaja. 

 

Alternative academic calendar released for class 9&10 
A separate alternative academic calendar for 

classes 9 and 10 has been issued by the 

National Council of Education Research and 

Training (NCERT). A separate learning 

calendar includes important subjects such as 

English, Science, Mathematics, Social Science, 

Urdu, Hindi and Sanskrit. Secondary School 

students are young learners. They often 

prefer to read alone. They may need a little 

support from their parents, so teachers are 

first advised to call on parents to inform them 

about implementation for the recommended 

activities. Teachers may later contact students 

directly for further intervention. In case the 

Internet is not available at the student's 

home, teachers can explain to students / 

parents about each activity by phone, SMS 

and voice recordings. 

AICTE to offer 49 free online e-learning courses 
All India Council for technical Education 

(AICTE) has decided to offer 49 free tuition 

courses. These include diploma courses, 

certificate courses and skills courses. Some of 

these are open to students in all branches of 

technology, while others are for students 

from specific streams. The courses are offered 

by various companies, as stated on the AICTE 

website, for free to those who enrol until May 

15, 2020. Since the beginning of the 

lockdown, universities and educational 

institutions are encouraging students to take 

online classes to avoid missing courses. 

"During the lockdown, learning should not 

stop. Fortunately, many companies came 

forward to give their products FREE OF COST 

for those who register till 15th May 2020 for 

your learning. AICTE does not take any 

responsibility for its contents nor copyright 

issues, if any, since the products are not 

vetted by AICTE. It's the responsibility of 

respective company," said AICTE. The 

Minister of Education, Ramesh Pokhriyal 

'Nishank', has been timely reminding students 

of the various online methods they can use to 

study at home. 

 
 

 

IIT Madras-incubated startup developing material to inactivate Coronavirus on contact 
Indian Institute of Technology-The Madras-

incubated Start-up of Muse Wearables is 

developing novel and 

non-invasive methods 

of synthesizing fabrics 

with nanoparticles-

based antimicrobial 

agents that can 

'inactivate' the human 

Coronavirus on 

contact. These 

garments are expected to work well for up to 

60 washing cycles, making the fabrics work 

again. Composite fabrics can be used 

primarily for the manufacture of N95 masks, 

surgical masks, 

Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE) and 

food packaging bags, 

among other things, 

that contain natural 

coronavirus 

materials. Muse 

Wearables' current 

flight machine can combine length fabrics up 

to 100 meters in a few minutes, thus making 

it a viable commercial solution that can be 

used quickly. Muse Wearables is installed by 

the IIT Madras Incubation Cell. Currently, 

Muse Wearables is integrating this cooking 

machine and will soon begin combining 

different fabrics with different nanoparticle 

solutions. Their packaged fabrics are 

expected to be ready for trial very soon. The 

startup is also teaming up with a mask 

company to present the Antiviral N95 Masks 

with a price tag of Rs 300 per clip.  
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IIMK Contributes close to Rs 1 crore for coronavirus relief funds 

The Indian Institute of Management (IIM), 

Kozhikode or IIMK has contributed close to Rs 

1 crore after the COVID-19 crisis. At this time, 

Rs 25 lakh each will be donated to Prime 

Minister’s PM Cares fund and Kerala Chief 

Minister's Distress Relief Fund (CMDRF). 

Another important contribution of close to Rs 

50 Lakhs has also been suggested by the IIMK 

Alumni Association which will assist with 

numerous COVID-19 related humanitarian 

efforts. "A humanitarian challenge as 

enormous as this requires every citizen to rise 

to the occasion and dutifully play their part. 

The Director, Staff and Faculty members have 

contributed a day's salary to augment the 

substantial efforts being undertaken by the 

Central and the State Government to 

overcome this challenge," said, Prof Debashis 

Chatterjee, Director IIM Kozhikode. The 

director, staff and members of the 

intelligence team contributed to the day's 

wages in addition to the great efforts made by 

the Central and State Government to 

overcome this challenge.  

 

Students to take online internships: UGC to Universities 
Let students take online internships including 

activities that can be done digitally or 

otherwise at home, the senior academic 

manager of the University Grants Commission 

(UGC) has informed to heads of universities 

across the country. In a forum sent to 

representatives of chancellors and principals 

of universities and colleges, the Commission 

said this was a continuation of its previous 

letter released last month that contained 

guidelines regarding the exams and the 

academic calendar. The commission asked the 

heads of institutions to engage students to 

work as trainees in ongoing activities. Other 

instructions included: to reduce internship 

start time and reduces internship period 

Clubbing with assignments etc. The guidelines 

have asked universities to adopt innovative 

testing methods by reducing the time from 3 

hours to 2 hours and can conduct tests in 

offline or online mode, according to their rules 

or regulations, by looking at "social 

classification" guidelines and viewing a 

support system available with them and 

ensuring an appropriate opportunity for all 

students. 

 

IIT Roorkee's Academy Offers Online Lessons for Students with Disabilities 
In an effort to support students who are 

differently abled during the COVID-19 drop-

off, IIT Roorkee's social organization initiative, 

Anushruti Academy for the Deaf provides 

online courses to hearing disadvantaged 

students from marginalized communities. 

Anushruti Academy for the Deaf (AAD), 

formerly known as Roorkee School for the 

Deaf, was founded by the University of 

Roorkee (Now IIT Roorkee) in November 

1989. IIT Roorkee has designed the Internet 

and smartphones for these students to 

facilitate e-learning. The instructor records 

videos to teach these lessons with practical 

support from their parents. The first hiccups 

in the e-learning process are resolved with 

practical support from the parent-teacher 

community. In addition to students, online 

classes also focus on teaching reading and 

music training skills to equip these students 

for future careers. IIT Roorkee also set a 

weekly accountability mechanism to identify 

key gaps in the e-learning process. 

 

 

IIT Gandhinagar, CPWD Collaborate for Welfare of Migrant Labourers on Campus 
IIT Gandhinagar has partnered with the 

Department of Public Works (CPWD) to 

launch a series of social initiatives to benefit 

workers living on construction projects in the 

Department. The Center has been a leading 

social worker in construction since its 

inception in 2008. As a result of the epidemic 

COVID-19, the centre has expanded its efforts 

to ensure the health, safety and well-being of 

the approximately 800 construction workers 

involved at campus construction activities. 

The centre formed the ‘Sacram Kalyan Samiti’ 

(Human Resources Committee) to co-

operate, educate and assist construction 

workers in fighting the disease. Groups of 

volunteer organizations inform employees 

and regularly make staff aware of COVID-19 

preventative measures, such as regular hand 

washing and community service. Respiratory 

techniques are explained to staff and are 

equipped with d=first aid box at their 

colonies. They have also taken an initiative to 

provide mobile recharge plan of 28 days to 

these labours who will be working risking 

their life. 
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School syllabus reduced for next academic session 
The syllabus for the upcoming academic 

program will be reduced, HRD Minister for 

Development (HRD) Ramesh Pokhriyal 

Nishank announced during a second meeting 

of students through the forums. He said the 

decision had been taken in light of the 

pressure on students and the loss of valuable 

study time. He advised parents not to stress 

students and to help them deal with these 

difficult times. The HRD minister said that 

students could use the time to study in digital 

ways. The Diksha website contains content 

for different exams and in different 

languages. It has interactive lessons. Students 

should use e-content, especially under 

Lockdown. “For students hailing from rural 

areas, we understand that network 

connectivity issues can arise. For them, we 

are making efforts to reach them. We are 

adding both school and college courses on 

SWAYAM portal and SWYAM Prabha – a 

television or DTH initiative can telecast 

educational content on DD, Tata Sky, Airtel 

TV and other platforms,” said, Ramesh 

Pokhriyal. The examination that normally 

start in July will now start in September. The 

minister had said that the ongoing session 

tests would be held in July.  

CBSE class 10 Board exams suspended for 2020, except for northeast Delhi students
In a major move, the central government 

announced that the 10th CBSE Board exams, 

which were cancelled due to the coronavirus 

COVID-19 issue, will not be held now. A notice 

issued by Ministry of Human Resource 

Development said that the class 10 CBSE 

board exams would not be conducted in any 

part of the country, except in northeast Delhi, 

which was struck by protests due to the anti-

Citizenship Amendment Act in February this 

year. The ministry said an additional 10-day 

period will be given to students to prepare for 

the exams.  Student communication across 

the country through the webinar, HRD Union 

Minister Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank 'said 

the 10th class exams have been passed across 

the country except northeast Delhi and 

enough time for 10 days will be given to all 

participants before the exams begin. The 

minister further explained to North East Delhi 

students that they do not have to go for the 

exams once they have already appeared. 

IIT Roorkee offers summer internships program in online mode 

Due to the Covid-19 environment, IIT 

Roorkee is hosting a 'SPARK summer learning' 

program in online mode with interns 

working remotely. More than 65 

professional students have joined the 

internships offered under the SPARK 

program and are working remotely. Now 

in its third year, the SPARK program has 

become increasingly popular with more 

than 15,000 online applications. Selected 

interns are from nationally recognized 

institutions, most of which are IITs and 

NITs. Employees will be given a share of Rs. 

2,500 per week. In addition to establishing 

relationships, many other students were also 

supported from the design and innovation 

centre (DIC) and other project funding. The 

application process for the SPARK program is 

completely online and the professionals who 

worked on the project of their choice were 

completed during the application process. 

Students working in the department will work 

in 17 participating department and do 

theoretical and computational research in 

the tropics of science, engineering, 

management and social sciences. 

Free education to poor children up till Ph.D 
BJP leader Jyotiraditya Scindia has 

announced that the Madhya Pradesh 

government will bear all the costs of 

education of economically weaker children 

under 'Sambal Yojana' which was re-

introduced by the state government. Scindia 

also emphasized that the government will 

take care of the education of children from 

first grade to Ph.D. and the federal 

government will also fund private higher 

education colleges. The premier Sambal 

Yojana, is intended for all sections of the 

society that are underprivileged. This plan for 

the welfare of the people was allegedly 

immobilized by the previous government 

because of political unrest. Chief Minister 

Shivraj Singh Chouhan has started the 

program for the common man once again for 

the betterment of the society. The initiative 

by government will help those children who 

are being financially hit by the lockdown and 

will be able to continue their higher 

education. 
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Educator’s View  

Miss Anita Paul 

Head of School, Indus World School, Gurgaon 

Introduction  

Ms Anita Paul was formerly the Senior 

Vice Principal at Apeejay School 

International Wing, South Delhi, where 

she was handling both IGCSE (CIE) and 

IBDP. Prior to adopting the mantle of 

Senior Vice- Principal, she had served as 

the Vice Principal of Vidyagyan School - 

Shiv Nadar Foundation’s philanthropy 

initiative which is a rural leadership 

academy that nurtures high achievers 

from economically backward sections. 

Vidyagyan is India's first rural leadership 

academy for meritorious and 

underprivileged students from 75 

districts of Uttar Pradesh and before that 

she was the Head of Department 

Humanities for IBDP & IGCSE and teacher 

of Business Management, Economics 

and Coordinator for Theory of 

Knowledge at GD Goenka World School, 

Gurgaon. Her career spans over 28 years, 

and she has held teaching and 

administrative positions at Welham Girls 

School, Dehradun; Woodstock 

International School, Mussoorie; 

and GMIS Bali, Indonesia. 

. 

T.I.M.E. School - Instilling Values, Nurturing Excellence 

                           

 

 

 

 

 

Experience: 

Dedicated and innovative Educationist/ 

Administrator with rich academic and 

administrative experience; offering an 

illustrious career in renowned Education 

Institutions, seeking challenging 

assignments to be involved in 

implementing new systems and 

improving existing education processes 

by leveraging vast experience in 

Education Sector. Superior record of 

promoting the welfare of the institution 

by enhancing staff efficiency and 

productivity through efficient 

administration, effective motivation, 

guidance and incentives; adept in 

facilitating social and intellectual growth 

of students by creating an atmosphere of 

mutual respect and open 

communication. Accomplished mentor 

with soundtrack record of creative 

scholastic achievements; demonstrated 

expertise in planning, organizing, 

coordinating and monitoring all types of 

academic activities for the overall 

development personality of students. 

Highly skilled in interacting with diverse 

populations of students at a variety of 

academic levels with skills in recognizing, 

respecting & nurturing the creativity of 

each student and responding to all 

queries in a spontaneous manner. 

Possess personal traits of punctuality, 

perseverance and diligence; exceptional 

communication, analytical and co-

ordination skills; ability to use sound 

decision-making skills and effectively 

perform in a self-directed work 

environment. Ms Anita Paul pursued her 

B.Ed. from Isabella Thouburn (I.T.) 

College, Lucknow University with a focus 

on Economics, Psychology, Adult 

Education, Organisation, Recruiting, 

Administration and a specialization in 

Guidance and Counselling and her M.A. 

in English Literature from DAV College 

Dehradun, Garhwal University along with 

Certified Courses in Economics and 

English Literature from Stanford 

University and Harvard University. Ms. 

Paul has touched the lives of many 

students who remember her fondly and 

are still in touch with her after years of 

leaving school. She enjoys reading, being 

updated about the latest educational 

practices and engaging with children of 

all ages. 

Career in teaching 
For me, my love of teaching was instrumental in making a difference and impacting the lives of thousands of students over a 

single career that of an educationist. Attending graduate college for a degree in educational leadership helped me move into 

positions such as department head, curriculum specialist or even my administrative positions with the opportunity to affect 

perhaps tens of thousands of students. I firmly believe that when it comes to making a difference for our education, our learnings 

can increase the reach of our influence. I think it’s so beautiful that being an educator it helps me in fostering the growth of our 

students who go on to do such amazing things. 
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Major Initiatives towards Education:  

We introduced Cambridge International curriculum at Indus World School, integrated new digital technologies in the teaching-

learning process, along with a wide range of enrichment programme. We at Indus aim to be selective and foster excellence through 

comprehensive curricula, rigorous standards, and challenging assessments focussed on the 21st Century 4Cs competencies and 

skills: 

 Communication 

 Collaboration 

 Critical Thinking 

 Creativity 

The 3 Stages of Learning at Indus World School 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenges in schools:  

India has one of the largest K12 systems in the world with about 300 million students going to school with over 1.4 million students 

going to school with over 1.4 million schools out of which 1.1 million are government school and approximately 0.3 million private 

schools. Hence, there are at least 1.4 million school leaders in India with many of them being school principals. 

Unfortunately, the school system in India is infamous for poor quality and there are several social, political and cultural reasons 

behind it. If one must identify one factor to improve quality of school education, it is the quality of School Leader/Principal. 

Leadership at schools is a critical area that has not received as much attention as it deserves. At the centre of a successful school 

is the successful principal. However, the challenges faced by and competencies needed for a school principal is so critical that it 

can potentially make or break a school. 

 

  

Vision 

To be the most admired school 

engaged in transforming the world 

through providing an environment 

suitable for development of: 

 Good human beings 

 Successful Professionals 

 Responsible good citizens 

Mission 

To focus on the individual student and inspire 

each student to do his or her best and realise his 

or her full potential through: 

 Academic First 

 Student-at-the-centre 

 Technology-enabled 

 Process-oriented approach 
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Importance of Digital education in schools:  

Innovative educators are using digital 

content that meets each student exactly 

where they are, analytics that help 

identify problems and interventions 

quickly, and tools to create and 

collaborate with people across the room 

or across the world. As exciting as 

innovative software and devices are, 

transformational change for all students 

occurs when those tools are deployed in 

smart ways by teachers and leaders. 

Advancements in education technology 

create similar opportunities for learning 

to happen anywhere at any time for 

students. Decreasing device costs, 

increased broadband/Wi-Fi access, and a 

wave of investment in new software 

have dramatically increased students’ 

opportunities to leverage the power of 

educational technology. Great educators 

have the ability – and the privilege – to 

change lives. The mission of all leaders 

and managements are to empower the 

next generation of educators with the 

knowledge, skills and confidence to be 

the best of those change-makers, both 

inside and outside the classroom. 

 

Importance of Digital education in schools:  

Innovative educators are using digital 

content that meets each student exactly 

where they are, analytics that help 

identify problems and interventions 

quickly, and tools to create and 

collaborate with people across the room 

or across the world. As exciting as 

innovative software and devices are, 

transformational change for all students 

occurs when those tools are deployed in 

smart ways by teachers and leaders. 

Decreasing device costs, increased 

broadband/Wi-Fi access, and a wave of 

investment in new software have 

dramatically increased students’ 

opportunities to leverage the power of 

educational technology. Great educators 

have the ability – and the privilege – to 

change lives. The mission of all leaders 

and managements are to empower the 

next generation of educators with the 

knowledge, skills and confidence to be 

the best of those change-makers, both 

inside and outside the classroom.

  

Future endeavours towards education: 
Indus World School has become the 

29th member of Global Schools Forum 

under the leadership of Ms. Paul. Global 

Schools Forum (GSF) is a membership 

organisation of schools and school 

networks around the world committed 

to working together to expand access 

and provide quality education to children 

from low and middle-income 

backgrounds. As part of this network, we 

will be connecting and collaborating with 

schools across Asia, Africa and South 

America. We will have the opportunity to 

share our resources, but also to use 

resources from other members. In 

addition, we will be invited to attend 

conferences and events that GSF is 

organising and we hope that this will 

widen our network and impact both in 

India and globally. 
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Mr. Vaibhav Kapoor 

Principal, Ajanta Public School, Gurugram 

MIEE, ADOBE Ambassador, SDGs Ambassador, Common 

Sense Educator and Leader 

Introduction: 

Recipient of numerous awards and with a Master’s Degrees in 

Management and Computer Science.; Mr. Vaibhav Kapoor has more than 

4 years of experience working as a Principal in Ajanta Public School in 

various capacities. He believes in his experience, skills, competencies, 

passion and commitment to continuously improve our educational system 

for the benefit of our children. He has been the perfect guide to his staff, 

advocate to his students and disciplinarian for all. His curious mind-set and 

love for exploration and innovation has been infectious and has been 

inculcated unanimously by all. 

Major Initiatives towards Education: 

With technology taking the driver’s seat, Ajanta Public School, Sector 31, 

Gurugram has undergone a complete metamorphosis. Being a Microsoft Showcase School, the institution has benefitted 

immensely with the introduction of the latest technological tools like One Note, FORMs, SWAY, Minecraft, Flipgrid, Kahoot and so 

many more. Even the hurdles of inclusive education could be sorted out with the accessibility tools like Dictation and Immersive 

Reader. As it can be foreseen that the future market will be ruled by AI and ML, I’ve introduced AI in the school as part of the 

curriculum. In order to quench the thirst for exploration and innovation, STEAM lab has been established. I believe knowledge is 

an unfathomable ocean and the more you delve into it; the deeper you find it. Giving such resources equip and encourage the 

students to fulfill their curiosity. Sports also play a cardinal role being a part of the curriculum. The students are given professional 

tutoring in a range of sports like cricket, soccer, taekwondo, basketball, lawn tennis, yoga and even swimming. 

Career in Education: 

Taking up education as a full time career was not serendipity for me. Hailing from a family of educationists and scholars, 

the inspiration and encouragement to work for the betterment of the society was always there. I always wanted to use 

my qualification gained from foreign countries in raising the standard of education within my own country. So my first 

take was to bring technology in the dominant position in Ajanta. Being a global SDGs Ambassador, I’ve personally felt 

the needs of the underprivileged children and keep assisting the NGOs in every possible manner. 

Challenges in Schools: 

On a macro level the low economic standard of the country 

and the rising population are two major lacunae which hinder 

in acquiring the quality standards. Both these factors directly 

or indirectly affect the progression status. All the pedagogical 

innovations are fit for the urban schools but the rural learners 

remain neglected. Though digitalization of teaching is 

pertinent, the funding for revamping the infrastructure is 

immensely high. Despite of structured plans; many portions 

of it sometimes remain unimplemented due to financial 

stringency of the schools. 
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Importance of Digital education in schools:  
Digital literacy is one component which makes children responsible for how they can utilize technology to explore and learn, 

innovate and interact with the world around them and how they can use internet apart from playing games to garner knowledge. 

Now days, there are online lessons through which kids can individually learn multiple activities. If on one hand they need to be 

cyber safe online with multiple dangerous threats and at the same time be productive & constructive. If we start counting the 

benefits of digital learning in transforming a student’s life, there are umpteen; ranging from improving motor skills, decision 

making, visual learning, cultural awareness, improved academic performance and inventiveness. 

Prime Objective of Ajanta Public School, Gurugram:  

The institution is committed to academic excellence; to the development of a whole person and to cultivate the diverse 

talent of the students. Keeping technology at the core of all foundation; the institution promotes student agency in 

their learning. Encouragement to them is given to contribute ideas and take initiative in leading the activities, events 

and programs of the school; thus; valuing student voice and competency. 

 

Leadership Style:  

I believe in an amalgamation of democratic and transformational styles of leadership. I focus on nurturing leadership 

skill-set in every staff member and in every student. By giving enough space to perform and showcase their inherent 

talents, each one gets the impetus to explore within oneself. The idea is not to lead the group as a shepherd but to be 

a parallel comrade and guiding force in each individual’s journey. 

 

Future plans:  
Ajanta Public School, Gurugram has numerous plans in 

its kitty. We have introduced AI at a seedling state but 

intend to work more on its development. STEAM and AI 

have proven so far stimulating the curiosity and 

innovativeness of the students. Although the school had 

undergone numerous infrastructural changes to bring 

adequate digital environment, yet, many more are 

planned in future. 

 

 
Comment about education system:  
There are still doldrums in the education sector of India. Although many transformational laws and plans have been encapsulated 

by the Government of India; the blatant truth is that the student mass is still funnelled rather than being channelized to meet the 

demands of the professional world. The education given today in most of the schools is just to structure the basic foundation but 

hardly anything is done to armour them for the demands of the future. 

Current changes required for Education Sector:  
Literacy in India is revered internationally but there is hardly any praise given to the quality of education being delivered. India’s 

institutions are highly esteemed at home but they do not have grading in accordance to the international standards. We need to 

bring about transformations which comply with the international forum. Curriculum framework should foresee the demands of 

the future professional world. It is pertinent to include the 21st Century skills and technology at the core of curriculum development 

and give a boost to learning based on AI and ML at the school level itself. 
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Ms. Vibha Khosla 
Principal, Shri Ram Global School, Delhi-West 
 

Introduction  

Ms. Vibha Khosla is a perspicacious 

educationist with a pre-eminent career of 20 

years, being adept at educational planning, 

administration and neoteric approach to 

education. Having adept knowledge and 

experience of dealing with children, she is an 

admirable professional possessing the 

quintessential skills to help groom young kids 

into leaders of tomorrow through the use of 

unconventional teaching strategies 

integrated with a holistic approach aimed to 

encompass all areas for a healthy and 

intellectual development. She has a knack for 

planning, development and execution of 

pioneering activities- both academic and co-

curricular that are designed to further 

enhance the comprehensive development of 

children. Her specializations also include 

training of teachers, coordinators and the 

school heads so as to help spread the 

academic dynamism and ingrain the passion 

for innovative teaching in them. Presently, 

she is working as the Principal in Shri Ram 

Global School, Delhi-West. With an 

outstanding experience and prowess in 

dealing with children, parents and her staff 

with ease, she has made a dent in the 

education industry by actively introducing 

contemporary ways of teaching, learning, 

management and student development. Her 

belief in the Happiness curriculum and focus 

on the emotional well-being of children by 

including the same in her pedagogical 

approach has been remarkable with respect 

to the laurels and accolades bagged by the 

children in both scholastic and co-scholastic 

activities. With a humanistic approach 

towards the innate potential in child to excel, 

she has made a difference in the lives of many 

students and been a role model for the 

teachers and the heads wherever she has 

worked.  

 

Experience  

She has been in the education industry for 

more than two decades, introducing many 

neoteric reforms to transform the education 

system. She has beautifully amalgamated 

modernized curriculums with value based 

and experiential education to enrich the 

learning experience for students. Ms. 

Khosla’s expertise lies in setting up schools 

from scratch, which not only includes the 

infrastructural development, but also 

comprehensive scholastic, co-scholastic, 

administrational planning and execution. She 

has designed avant-garde academic modules 

to ensure holistic development of students. 

Training teachers and school heads has been 

her forte. Her pedagogical belief in the 

concept of multiple intelligences and 

experiential learning has given rise to the 

transformation in the curriculum as well as 

the infrastructure of the entire school which 

now facilitates learning at every inch of the 

school’s premises. Her responsibilities are 

not limited to administration and planning, 

but also towards ensuring that the needs of 

the children as well as the parents are well 

catered too. She has been awarded the 

Radhakrishnan award twice for excellence in 

education, and her guidance has helped the 

school to procure the British council award 

for the school’s presence globally within such 

a short span.  

 

Use of modern technology 

Integrating Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) with experiential teaching 

methods is of critical importance to ensure 

that learning is holistic and comprehensive. 

We cater to different learners using different 

teaching modalities, to make sure that each 

student learns in a way that best caters to 

their style of learning. Education for us is not 

limited to theoretical concepts and 

definitions, but about developing the ability 

to think and reason in our students. We 

expose our students to latest technological 

advances in the classroom and outside to 

foster a sense of curiosity that intrigues them 

to learn more. We reckon that learning is 

creation, not consumption.  

Career in Education 

An alumnus of Scindia school and IHS, she did her Masters in English Literature. She has a knack to deal with children, helping them 

to actualize their potential with positivity and happiness.  

Reasons for choosing Teaching as a career 

She fervently believes that education is the key to unlock the prodigious potential that lies within the children who are the ultimate 

leaders of tomorrow. Teaching is the paramount route to shape young minds into the global citizens.  
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Major initiatives towards education  
“The philosophy of the school room in one generation will be the philosophy of government in the next” 

She believes in preparing students to emerge 

as global citizens and unparalleled leaders. 

She has partnered with various organizations 

to ensure that students get a chance to excel 

in all fields, be it academic or co-curricular. 

Initiatives like plogging, humane education, 

design thinking are undertaken regularly to 

sensitize the students towards the need of the 

environment and work for greater good. As 

the founder Principal, she has taken the 

school to new heights within a very short span 

with her fortitude and resolute diligence. She 

has widened the horizon for the school’s 

growth by introducing and partnering with 

various organizations to help the children 

emerge as global citizens.

 

Challenges towards education  
Education must be a comprehensive 

confluence of modern curriculum with value 

based education to keep the students rooted 

to their values as they emerge as global 

citizens. Creating thinkers and entrepreneurs 

of tomorrow can only be done by developing 

analytical skills rather than pushing the 

children to memorize through rote learning. 

The implementation of the happiness 

curriculum must be given utmost importance 

to foster well-being in 

students. It is high time 

that the education system 

gives rise to individuals 

who can think and create, 

rather than students who 

repeat and recite. Physical 

well-being and motor skill 

development should be at par with academic excellence to ensure that students are truly, 

developing as all-rounders’. 

 

Vision 

“Shri Ram Global school has carved a niche for itself and is ready to compete with the best schools in Delhi-NCR. Our 

students have proved their relentless perseverance in all directions by bagging laurels and accolades. From Olympiads to 

National level sports competitions, they are proving their excellence untiringly. Our curriculum focuses on developing 

analytical skills in children rather than following the path of rote learning. I strongly believe that learning by doing is 

quintessential to achieve the zenith of growth in life”. 
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Educator’s View  

Bindu Gupta 
Principal 

RPS International School Sector 50, Gurugram  
Mrs. Bindu Gupta, the Principal of RPS 

International School Sec 50, Gurugram is a 

dedicated, passionate and caring leader. She 

inspires students, staff and members of the 

community to enhance learning and 

continually strive to understand and improve 

their impact. Under her able guidance, RPS 

International School Sec 50, Gurugram has 

grown multi-fold. With a postgraduate in 

Political Science and History, she has over 27 

years of extensive experience in teaching and 

administration with top brand schools of the 

NCR. She is the receiver of the National 

Teaching Excellence Award from the 

Confederation of the Indian Universities and 

has also worked towards getting the “Ayush 

Friendly School of the Year Award” in the past 

for emphasizing yogic awareness among 

students as well as teachers. Mrs. Bindu 

Gupta is well versed in curriculum planning 

and teacher training with an expertise in 

school projects and had been appointed as an 

examiner for spot evaluation from 2006 till 

2018 due to her commitment to the student 

community for fairness in the examination 

system, which assures smooth conduct in the 

evaluation process. 

Vision of Education 
As an educationist, Mrs. Bindu Gupta realizes 

that the world is rapidly changing, and 

people, economies and environment are 

getting interconnected. Hence, education has 

a pivotal role to develop our future citizens 

where she has served as a bridge builder for 

our youth to be able to give back to the 

society with great, in-depth knowledge and 

their multitude of skills. Mrs. Bindu Gupta 

believes that a supportive school 

environment has a meaningful influence on 

students’ outcome. Recognizing the fact that 

an educator’s job is very challenging with a 

need to really be able to engage and connect 

with the people you are teaching, she has 

ensured that RPS International School Sec 50, 

Gurugram has the state of the art facilities 

available for the students leading to their 

holistic development. Provision of smart 

classes from the very grass root level exhibits 

her clear vision to meet the technological 

need of the ever-evolving society of the 21st 

century. She believes in learning that inspires 

staff, students and the community alike. She 

is driven by the desire to see that every child 

in her school excels. In addition to that, she 

takes pride in building an environment that 

provides opportunities for the professional 

development of the staff as well.

Initiatives  
With the belief that education encompasses 

not just conventional study but also arts and 

literature, RPSOG students keep several 

cultural and sports icons. The aim is to inspire 

and provide students with exposure towards 

different career options available to them. 

Mrs. Bindu Gupta has also introduced cultural 

exchange programs to meet n greet with 

educators from round the world like Mr. 

Lippin from Finland and Ms Ksema from 

Russia to ignite innovation in students and 

teachers alike. Working towards providing 

her students good exposure, she took her 

students to meet Venkaiah Naidu, the 

honourable Vice President of India on the 

festive occasion of Rakhi. Mrs. Bindu Gupta 

has spear headed several initiatives towards 

social causes like celebrating Diwali at old age 

homes, distribution of woollens through the 

HT initiative under ‘Share and care drive’, 

tree plantation, organic farming and many 

more. 

 

Leadership Style 
Mrs. Bindu Gupta has a systemized, 

functional and integrated approach to 

management. She believes in being fair, 

consistent and a good listener. She is in-

charge for budget efficiency, a safe learning 

environment along with the delivery of 

academic and cultural achievements from 

her students. She has also established smart 

work plans and assigned responsibilities that 

bring out the best in people. 

  

Why Education?  

“Teachers do more than teach, and their impact extends far beyond the classroom. As a teacher, you are more than just an 

educator: you are a mentor, a confidante and a friend. My choice to create a career in education was fuelled by the desire to 

impact peoples’ lives. Educators have the potential to interact with students at all stages of development and from all walks  

of life. To help students along this path and simply being able to play a part in shaping the future of not just students but really 

our country is a great incentive!” – Mrs. Bindu Gupta 
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Cover Story- Artificial Intelligence
 

ntroduction to Artificial Intelligence

While discussing artificial 

intelligence, the only thing that 

comes to our mind is the Hi-tech 

robots and machines with the 

capability of thinking and making their 

own decisions. Artificial Intelligence can 

be defined as the capability of a machine 

to imitate human behaviour. Through 

Artificial intelligence, we can make the 

programs and instruction more efficient 

and as thoughtful and accurate as human 

actions. 

Today AI has touched every section of 

our life. Now, imagine using artificial 

intelligence to track the performance of 

any individual student, based on his 

previous grades in academics or 

participation in co-curricular 

performance. AI in the education sector 

can help the students to learn and impart 

knowledge in a much better way as 

compared to the old traditional way of 

learning. This technology will help the 

student to enhance his or her 

performance in academics. For example, 

if a child is unable to grasp the concept 

of fractions, the system can look at 

whether the child was absent when that 

concept was taught or the teacher had 

some issues while teaching the concept 

or the child is weak in prerequisites. 

Hence, AI can be taken seriously to solve 

many drawbacks and obstacles in the 

education sector across the globe. 

 

ole of AI in Education

Earlier AI was just a part of film 

making and post production but 

now, it has become the part of 

our daily life. Soon, we’ll see many 

schools in India installing AI in their 

campus. Though many schools have 

already implemented this. AI 

installed schools will look quite 

different from what we have seen. AI 

will play the following major role in 

education: 

Students will get additional support 

from AI tutors: Machine learning will 

teach students some special skills, which 

will be time saving for them. For example, 

AI will know strength and weakness of 

every student and accordingly, it will 

focus on weaker students. 

 

Computerized grading: Now, a lot of 

time teachers will save if they will be 

assisted with grading of students based 

of their performance. Automated grading 

is exclusively designed computer based 

program that will imitate the behavior of 

teachers to assign grades in an unbiased 

manner. 

 

I 
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Assist to teachers: Other than 

automated grading, AI can manage some 

of the daily actions of a teacher, like 

giving lectures to students, assigning 

homework and check their homework 

and classwork.  

Recognize fragility in classroom: AI will 

also work in recognize flaws in the 

classroom. For example, after the 

completion of a lecture delivered by 

teacher, AI will recognize a group of 

students who were unable to 

understand the lecture properly and will 

let the teacher know, whether the lesson 

is to be taught again or not. 

Staff organizing and substitute 

controlling: Every school has a huge staff 

volume which they have to manage 

according to their qualification, strength 

and weakness. For example, a teacher 

who is an expert in a particular subject 

says Mathematics, will take the 

Mathematics lecture for the classes 

assigned to her. And, if that teacher is on 

leave, then the AI system will find the 

next best alternative available 

for the class to give a lecture for the 

same. Proctoring: The trend of taking an 

online test is rising at a significant rate. 

As the online test has many benefits like 

it saves time, energy and natural 

resources. Now the question is “How can 

these exams be organized in such a 

practice that a student does not cheat”. 

Well, AI comes to the rescue. AI comes 

with a system to ensure the genuineness 

of the person giving the examination and 

prevent examinee from cheating. 

 

AI 
 In Foreign Countries 

Artificial intelligence in foreign country is 
developing at a very fast pace as compared to 
India: In U.S it is growing at a CAGR of 47.5% from 
2017-2021 according to the Artificial Intelligence 
Market in the US Education Sector report. Even 
though most experts believe that the critical 
existence of teachers is invaluable, there will be 
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The following practices are being 

followed under the roof of artificial 

intelligence: Artificial intelligence in 

foreign country is developing at a very 

fast pace as compared to that of India: In 

U.S it is growing at a CAGR of 47.5% from 

2017-2021 according to the Artificial 

Intelligence Market in the US Education 

Sector report. Even though most experts 

believe that the critical existence of 

teachers is invaluable, there will be many 

changes to a teacher’s job practices. The 

following practices are being followed 

under the roof of artificial intelligence. 

Tutors and Personalization: AI can do 

more than just reciting or displaying the 

preloaded content. In the previous years, 

students were limited to the window on 

emailing or waiting for their professor’s 

class. There are various smart tutoring 

apps available with the students such as 

Carnegie. Learning from the specific data 

provided by a specific student in order to 

give them feedback and work with them 

directly. This artificial intelligence app is 

still at its initial stages but soon it will be 

working as a full-fledged professor 

providing students help in any area of 

work needed. Also, AI apps are working 

on various learning styles to help students 

and teachers in every possible manner. 

 

Virtual lectures and learning environment: The actual lectures may soon be replaced by robots, not fully but there are many 

humanized robots which provides the same kind of lectures and facial expressions as a human. They can react in the same way the 

human responds naturally in both verbal and non-verbal ways. A digital learning environment in coming into existence at the 

University of southern California (USC) Institute for Creative technology.  
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rtificial Intelligence need of an hour in India: 

According to a report of the 

Ministry of human resource 

and development (MHRD), 

there is a shortage of more 

than 1 mn teachers across the country. In 

the case of college and universities, the 

situation is more chronic. Finding the 

required level of qualified teachers was 

always a problem for our country. In 

India, the population is more than 1.35 

bn, where 28% of the population is below 

14 years and annual growth of 1.1%. The 

solution lies in changing the way of 

education. According to many education 

experts, the Indian education system 

needs to be revolutionised. This 

invention can make the education more 

accessible and inclusive. Bringing 

Artificial intelligence in Indian classrooms 

can be a solution for the Indian education 

system. The AI system not only ensures 

the grasping ability of students but also 

works on their individual strength and 

weaknesses. Teachers have multiple task 

and responsibilities ranging from 

evaluation, grading, paper setting, 

creating assignments, and making 

reports as well as tracking the progress of 

students. With the introduction of 

artificial intelligence, the teachers can 

now focus on the core activities like 

development of curriculum, working on 

the improvement of skills of an individual 

student with improved teaching quality. 

AI system helps the teachers with enough 

time in developing life skills of every 

student while saving a lot of time from 

regular administrative activities.  

India has always encouraged the policy of 

education for all. Through artificial 

intelligence, education will become more 

accessible and inclusive at the same time. 

A lot of educating programs and courses 

has been developed across the globe, 

working on the need and requirement. 

Various online tutoring apps and 

programs are developed globally like 

Thinkster lab, Brainly the social media 

platform or teachers’ helpful netex 

learning.  

Thus artificial intelligence can be a simple 

and effective stroke towards the problem 

of accessible and effective education in 

India without compromising on the 

quality of education and individual 

attention. 
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hallenges to Artificial Intelligence: 

1. Substantial freedom of 

students may lead to inefficiency: 

Learning through AI will give too much 

independence to students as teachers 

will not be able to give individual 

attention. As a result, this may affect 

students, who are less self-disciplined or 

doesn’t have much educational support 

at home.   

2.Installing of AI may kill 

employment of staff: AI can do many 

routine tasks of a teacher like taking 

attendance, teaching students, grading 

them according to their performance. 

Now, if these tasks can be done through 

machines then schools might start 

removing their staff. 

 3.  Installation of AI is very 

expensive; every school can’t afford 

the system: To install AI, highly 

mechanized system of the education, 

schools required a very huge Investment, 

which is not possible for each school. 

More than the cost of the software, 

schools also have to bear training cost, 

service cost and many other 

miscellaneous expenses. This will also 

widen the rich-poor gap. 

4. AI is not omniscience: Omniscience 

is a state of knowing everything and AI is 

designed by a human, therefore, the 

system of AI will contain only that 

information, which is planned by a 

human. They cannot work outside the 

algorithm or formula coded inside its 

circuit. Nothing can beat human when it 

comes to creativity. These machines 

can’t think outside the box whereas 

thousands of ideas come into the human 

mind. 

5.  AI can’t understand emotions: A 

machine can never understand the 

emotion of a human. Every human has 

different emotions for different 

situations and a machine can’t be 

designed in such a manner that it can 

understand the emotion of a human 

being. Therefore, we can say machines 

cannot evolve bond with humans. 

 

onclusion 

From the analysis, we can 

conclude that the implementation of 

AI in schools will take technology to 

the next level. Artificial Intelligence 

will change the whole system of 

education as it will take over the 

traditional method of teaching. It 

reflects that AI requires some more 

research as this is the beginning of AI, 

there’s a lot more to come on it, who 

knows what AI can bring to us in 

future, maybe we’ll see a whole 

community of robots in our society. 

Introduction of AI has provided a 

platform to many start-ups in the 

world and huge investment is coming in 

AI start-ups. Dataminr, which is a US-

based AI startup, was the most funded 

company of 2018, it has received a huge 

amount of $392 MN. On the other side, 

this technology will make us lazy and 

physically weak and whatever will 

happen in this developing world no 

machine, no software, no technology can 

replace the effectiveness and efficiency 

delivered by a human being. 

 

C 
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Financial Overview

Operating profit margins of leading School groups: 

For the last couple of years, the average 

operating profit margins of leading 

school groups in India have been in the 

range of 23.0-27.0% as depicted in the 

chart below. The numbers, as sourced 

from different authorities, the ministry 

of corporate affairs etc., have been 

further adjusted for non-recurring and 

one-time income/expenses, to present 

the right set of numbers. In spite of 

continuous increasing staff cost, rentals, 

marketing and distribution costs, schools 

have been able to maintain the margins, 

primarily because of incremental 

revenue from new students counts and 

partly due to:  

 Upcoming technologies, which 

helped schools to cut down their 

various operational overheads 

 Higher disposable income and 

willingness of parents, to pay more 

for better child’s education 

 Focus on ancillary revenue - Schools 

have now started selling products 

like books, stationery, uniforms   

play kits, sports equipment etc., 

which has enabled them to diversify 

their sources of revenue. 

 

Average operating profit margins as a % of revenue - FY14 to FY17 

 

Source: Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA), Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates 

Note: The values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India  
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Ancillary revenue of leading School 

groups: Like other business sectors, K-

12 segment schools are also increasingly 

focussing on diversifying their revenue 

streams and focussing on ancillary 

revenue. Owing to increased 

competition, continuous government 

intervention i.e. fee hikes, increasing 

operating costs, the margins of the 

schools are under huge pressure. 

Therefore, many leading schools have 

started focusing more on ancillary 

revenue streams and as per Eldrok 

Research unit, the average ancillary 

revenue of those schools as a percentage 

of total revenue have risen in the range 

of 16% - 20%, as depicted in the chart 

below. Though, currently, only a small 

chunk of schools focusses on ancillary 

revenues, however, it is estimated that 

in coming years, more schools are going 

to join the model of ancillary revenues 

and peripheral services due to rising 

costs and schools’ inability to raise the 

fee.

Average Ancillary revenue as a % of total revenue – FY14 to FY17 

 
Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates 

Selling and marketing expenses of 

leading school groups: As per the 

annual/regulatory filings of leading 

school groups, over the last 4-5 years, 

the average selling and marketing 

expenses as % of revenue of schools 

have been in the range of 6.0% - 7.0%, as 

depicted in the chart below. Although 

the graph depicts that the selling and 

marketing expenses as a % of revenue 

have been range bound or slightly on 

declining trend, but in case of a 

significant number of schools, the 

absolute values represent the opposite 

trend. Notably, we observed that the 

selling & marketing expenses remains up 

to 15.0% - 20.0% in initial few years of a 

new school, but gradually starts 

declining as the brand value and visibility 

of the school increases. 

Average selling and marketing expenses as a % of total revenue - FY14 to FY17 

 
Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates 
Note: The above mentioned values have been collected based on the sample of 30+ school groups from all over India  
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Financial Overview 
Staff expense pattern of leading 

private unaided schools: According to 

the annual filings of leading school 

groups, the staff expense patterns of the 

schools have been in the range of 35.0% 

to 38.0%. The graph below depicts the 

average staff expenses of these leading 

school groups from FY14 to FY18. The 

percentage of staff expenses as a part of 

the total expenses has been increasing 

due to the fact that these schools have 

recruited more teachers to improve their 

Student-Teacher ratio. Though most of 

these school groups have been spending 

in the appropriate range, there are some 

school groups which spend 40.0% - 

50.0% of their expenses towards the 

staff expenses, which is way above the 

industry average.

 

Average staff expenses as a % of total expense - FY14 to FY18 
  

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates 
Note: FY18(E) - Estimated, the values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India 
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Education Briefs - International 

UK Universities Reach Out to Indian Students For COVID-19 Support
UK universities have urged distressed Indian 

students, whether they are still in Britain or 

India, to contact their varsity support services 

if they need help or guidance during a 

coronavirus closure. Recently, the Indian 

Government announced plans to start the 

repatriation of foreign citizens from May 7. 

Air India will fly 64 aircraft from May 7 to May 

13 to bring back about 15,000 Indian citizens 

who are stranded aboard during the closure 

of COVID-19. "We are aware that many Indian 

students are concerned about money and 

accommodation, are missing their families 

and are understandably distressed to be far 

from home during this global pandemic. My 

message to those students is: please, please 

speak to your university," said Vivienne Stern, 

Director of Universities UK international. As 

the first phase of the Indian government's 

deportation from the UK to India begins from 

Saturday, many Indian students in the UK are 

still facing a long wait before flying home. UK 

universities have said they want them to 

know that support continues to be available. 

Edtech company ApplyBoard raises $75 million

ApplyBoard, a SaaS-enabled recruitment 

platform aimed at helping international 

students gain access to higher education, has 

raised $ 75 million in funding, which makes 

the total valuation of company to $1.4 billion. 

The round made ApplyBoard an edtech 

unicorn, according to CEO and co-founder 

Martin Basiri. Columbus, Ohio-based Drive 

Capital led the round with the Fidelity 

Investment Canada ULC and the Business 

Development Bank of Canada and was joined 

by existing supporters such as Anthos Capital, 

Artiman Ventures, Garage Capital and the 

plug and Play Tech Center. The latest funding 

comes less than a year after ApplyBoard 

raised $ 40 million in Series B round, and 

brought its total to $ 122.5 million. The 

company is based in Kitchener, Ontario, 

where many of the fastest growing startups 

in the country also have headquarters. 

Brothers Martin, Meti and Massi Basiri 

launched ApplyBoard in 2015 after 

encountering challenges to Canada as 

international students from Iran. Their 

mission is to provide students worldwide 

with access to educational opportunities 

abroad. 

Elsevier acquires 3D anatomy content provider for $50.6 million
A Dublin based edtech company, 

3D4Medical, which is a provider of 3D lessons 

for anatomy education has been acquired by 

Elsevier. Elsevier is an Amsterdam based 

company that specializes in academic 

journals. The acquisition deal was closed at 

$50.6 million (approximately). Elsevier is a 

part of Relx group, which serves information 

based analytics and decision tools in more 

than 180 countries and has offices in 40 

countries across the globe. 3D4Medical 

created a complete anatomy that helps 

students to enhance their understanding and 

interact with anatomy. It also offers 

educational content videos, quizzes and 

other interactive contents in more than 300 

universities. Company claims that there are 

more than 25 million downloads of their 

educational app. The acquisition would help 

Elsevier to reach more customers because of 

3D4Medical’s huge user base and this will 

enhance the learning efficiency among 

students. 

Allhere raises $3.5m to help schools manage attendance, absenteeism in a remote era 
In Canadian region, 4 out of 13 provinces and 

territories have made coding as a compulsory 

subject in K-12 schools. It will be introduced 

during the 3rd Canada Learning Code Week 

i.e. December 9-15th. Canada Learning Code 

is Canada’s leading national charity digital 

learning Education Initiative. It will provide 

educators with all necessary support to take 

part in the program. The program will include 

lessons on learn like a computer, cats, dogs 

and machine learning, CO2 Trends with 

Python etc. "The biggest impact we can have 

on Canada's future is to empower teachers 

and educators to teach coding and computer 

science in their classrooms, providing all 

students in Canada the tools needed to 

succeed in the digital future. Canada Learning 

Code Week is designed for first-time coding 

educators with a cross-curricular approach in 

mind, helping to demystify that technology 

and the skills to build it are something we can 

all achieve," said, Melissa Sariffodeen, CEO, 

Canada Learning Code. The program will help 

students to be aware about coding since their 

childhood itself and they can nurture 

themselves and prepare for career 

opportunities.  
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What does the World’s First Values Lab look like?  

“Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known” - Carl 

Sagan 

If we have Computer Labs, Science Labs why not a Values Lab? And 
what if we had Life Lessons in a Lab? 

Imagine a world full of creativity & interactive elements that hold a 

meaning behind every detail helping you find answers to the most 
personal questions of life. 

The Saksham Values Lab is a scientific, custom designed, in-school space dedicated to values inculcation & 
character building for students, parents & teachers. 

 This is the place where the Saksham Human Values Program, a 21st Century Social-Emotional Learning, 

Values & Character Building Initiative is conducted. These classes are conducted in the Saksham Values Lab 

(inside your school) or in your very own classrooms. 

 

All our Labs are Tech enabled with video conferencing and are connected to each other. This not only connects 

children from different schools, but also facilitates experts from around the World to interact with the children.  

 

About Val-Ed Initiatives 
Val-Ed Initiatives is an award winning, youth-led organization that designs & delivers21st Century transformational 

values education programs that build stronger & healthier character in children, parents & teachers. Val-Ed programs 

have reached many schools across 17 states in India. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To schedule a visit to the nearest Values Lab around you or know how you can have one at your school, Visit 

www.valedindia.com or Call 9731730636 or email info@valedindia.com 

http://www.valedindia.com/
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England primary schools to reopen with 15 students per class

Boris Johnson, Prime Minister of England is 

planning to reopen schools in phased 

manner. In England the schools have been 

closed since March 20. He is planning to 

reopen schools from June 1 by bringing 

primary students to school and schools will 

have a strength of 15 students per classroom. 

"At the earliest by June 1, after half term, we 

believe we may be in a position to begin the 

phased reopening of shops and to get 

primary pupils back into schools, in stages," 

said Mr. Johnson. Secondary schools are 

likely to stay closed till September. He also 

informed that, these dates are flexible and 

government will act after analyzing the 

situation of coronavirus. Set of rules will be 

issued by government to the schools, so that 

they can follow the norms and minimize the 

risk of COVID-19 impact. 

Edtech startup “IntelliBoard” raises $3.4 million in a funding round
Intelliboard, Monroe, a Conn.-based 

developer of learning management systems 

analytics (LMS) tools, has raised $ 3.4 million 

in a Series A funding round. The funding 

round was led by Connecticut Innovations, 

Flashpoint VC, Smarthub VC along with 

participation from previous investor LETA 

Capital. Founded in 2015, IntelliBoard joins 

the widely used LMSs in the education 

market, including Blackboard Read, 

Brightspace, Canvas, D2L and Moodle, to 

provide in-depth data and reports on usage 

and engagement. The idea is to provide 

educational institutions with more 

information on how students and teachers 

interact with and use these tools. “Using data 

to improve the learning process is so 

important for educators, administrators and 

learners. The true value of data visualization 

lies in its ability to help show—not just tell—

the story of the learner. This is what we are 

doing today. This investment will push us 

farther, faster, and it will make our product 

more robust, allowing us to further the 

education process,” said, Anatoliy Kochnev, 

Co-Founder and CEO, IntelliBoard. The raised 

fund will support the company's efforts to 

add features to track attendance and to make 

recommendations for academic work.

Quizlets raises $30 million in a funding round 

Unicorns doesn’t exist, except that they are 

similar to private companies that are said to 

cost at least $ 1 billion. But as WeWork's IPO 

debacle has shown, sometimes those prices 

can be just a fiction. For Quizlet CEO Matt 

Glotzbach, the mythical creature symbolizes 

"cost-effective growth behaviour", which 

prioritizes user numbers over "basic business 

profit margins and unit economics." Quizlet is 

an American online study application that 

helps students to study through a tablet or a 

smartphone. The company has raised $30 

million in a Series C funding round and it 

makes the total valuation of the company to 

$1 billion. The funding round was led by 

General Atlantic along with participation 

from Costanoa Ventures, Icon Ventures, Owl 

Ventures and Union Square Ventures. 

“General Atlantic has strong conviction 

around the digitization of education, a theme 

we have invested behind globally for years. 

We view Quizlet as an emerging leader in the 

field and are excited by the company’s 

approach to personalized learning,” said 

Peter Munzig, Managing Director, General 

Atlantic.

Niche raises $35 million in a funding round 
With closed campuses all over the world, 

aspiring college students are likely to rely on 

digital tools to decide where to go. Some 

schools have invested in virtual tours to give 

students and parents a regular seat, but 

families may also be back to old reviews made 

online. Niche, a U.S based edtech firm “Niche” 

founded by Luke Skurman has raised $35 

million in a Series C funding round. Luke 

Skurman’s company originally focused on 

college ratings under the name College 

Prowler. In 2013, the company was rebranded 

as Niche and added K-12 and neighborhood 

data. Niche says its guide has 140 million 

ratings and reviews in schools and colleges, 

not to mention the quality of life metrics in 

various U.S. cities. It involves schools in 

various stages and stages. K-12 schools are 

organized by public or private, religious 

affiliation and whether they offer gifted 

programs, among other measures. College 

categories include four or two years, the 

average cost after financial aid and the level 

of choice. 
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Students in China’s virus centre Wuhan return to school 
More than 57000 students from 121 

secondary schools returned to schools on 

Wednesday in the 

Chinese city centre of 

Wuhan, the site of the 

most frequent Covid-19 

global outbreak, where 

the coronavirus first 

appeared last year. 

Wearing a compulsory 

mask, students had to have their 

temperature checked before being allowed 

on campus. “Wearing uniforms and masks, 

students at Hubei Wuchang Experimental 

High School had 

their temperatures 

taken and hands 

disinfected before 

entering their 

classrooms while 

maintaining a one-

metre distance from 

their classmates,” the official news agency, 

Xinhua said. All school campuses are sanitized 

many times before classes were resumed. 

High school students at 121 institutions have 

returned to the front of the boards and digital 

signage for the first timeafter the lockdown, 

due to the coronavirus epidemic – closed in 

January. Elsewhere in China, schools that 

have been closed or online-only since January 

began reopening last month, with Beijing and 

Shanghai releasing some students last week. 

France tackles challenges to welcome Indian students for next academic year 
Much to the delight of the graduates of the 

programs of studying abroad, France recently 

announced that they are ready to make 

preparations and face all the challenges of 

welcoming Indian students to their campuses 

for the following academic year. They also 

emphasize the power of the people who bind 

you as the source of strategic cooperation 

between the two countries. Students can 

now look forward to pursuing specialized 

courses at French universities once the 

shutdown has been lifted. As the COVID-19 

epidemic brings closure and suspended 

events, France has proposed many new ways 

to strengthen cooperation with India 

throughout its bilateral relations. The French 

ambassador to India said in a statement that 

the problem would be transformed into 

opportunities to expand cooperation in 

education, research and culture. India will 

continue to be the Guest of Honour Country 

at the 2021 Paris Book Fair, for which 

preparations are underway.  
  

Cambridge University to hold lectures online until 2021 

As the whole world is going through 

lockdown of educational institutes due to the 

coronavirus outbreak, more and more 

schools and colleges are shifting towards 

online education. Cambridge University, 

which has more than 3,100 students at their 

campus has decided that all the lectures will 

be held online for the next academic year due 

to the pandemic. University announced that 

if condition permits, they will open the 

campus on trial basis with the minimum 

student strength by following social 

distancing norms. “It is really important that 

universities let students know what they 

should expect…Will they be going to a 

primarily campus-based experience or is it 

going to be online or is it going to be a 

mixture?” said, Nicola Dandridge, Chief 

Executive of the Office for Students. The 

initiatives of the university show the 

importance of online learning and it’s 

becoming the need of the hour. We hope that 

the more and more Indian schools in tier 3 

cities will shift towards online education.  

  

 

Queensland Government triples student support to $15m 
Study Queensland said international students 

in urgent need of support should reach out to 

their education and training provider or to 

the Queensland Student Hub network. The 

Hub – an online platform that provides free 

national student support services – was first 

announced by the Queensland government 

in April, with $ 2.2 million in scholarships, 

counselling, food, laptops and other living 

expenses paid to students. “Every region and 

continent in Australia has heard the call to 

step up and support international students,” 

said, Catriona Jackson, CEO, University of 

Australia. The latest announcement comes 

just a few days after the New South Wales 

Government announced it would fund 

international student accommodation in 

crisis because of Covid-19. The $ 20m 

assistance package will include a temporary 

housing scheme and student support 

services.  
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MasterClass raises $100 million in a funding round  
A San Francisco based edtech company 

“MasterClass” has raised 

$100 million in a Series E 

funding round. The 

investment round was led 

by Fidelity Management & 

Research Company along 

with participation from Owl 

Ventures, 01 Advisors and 

previous backers NEA, IVP, 

Atomico and NextEquity. Founded in 2015 by 

David Rogier “MasterClass” has raised $240 

million in total funding. MasterClass is a 

platform that 

provides live 

and pre-

recorded 

sessions from 

the celebrity 

experts. 

Currently, the 

company 

offers 85 online courses ranging from acting, 

business, cooking, filmmaking, sports and 

other skills. “If you want to be a great author, 

or a great basketball player, you still have to 

write a lot, you still have to get on the court 

and play a lot. You still have to do those little 

things,” said, David Rogier. The company 

would use the raised funds to attract more 

celebrities at their platform and can offer 

enhanced quality output to the students 

present at their platform.  

 

Edtech sector in UK projected to reach £3.4 billion by 2021
The Digital Economy Council has released 

new data on the importance and growth of 

edtech industry, putting the light on the 

Britain’s edtech programs that help schools 

and teachers to embrace online learning 

during this COVID-19 crisis. Homeschooling is 

giving the edtech industry a strong windfall 

and 1000+ UK edtech companies are already 

among the strongest in Europe, seeing a 91% 

increase in funding round since last year, 

compared to their American and European 

competitors. The edtech sector in UK is 

projected to touch £3.4 billion by the year 

2021. Edtech sector has seen a boom due to 

the coronavirus outbreak, as all education 

institutes are under lockdown, the only way 

to minimize academic loss is through online 

learning. When compared to the edtech 

companies of America, U.K has seen a surge 

in investment by 8%, while America saw a 

decline in investment by 12%. We hope to see 

that all the deserving edtech companies 

around the world will make their impact in 

bringing a change in the edtech industry.  
 

Australian Govt. offers a payment of more than $3.3 billion to get the students back into the classrooms 
Government wants private schools to get 

students back into the classrooms within a 

month. 

For the 

same, they 

are 

offering an 

early 

payment 

of more 

than $3.3 billion. Federal Education Minister 

Dan Tehan wants to see students getting back 

to their normal education routines by the end 

of May, as the coronavirus crisis 

eases in Australia. But he had 

faced huge pushback from the 

state governments and private 

school bodies. The minister has 

now offered the Independent 

Schools Council of Australia and 

the National Catholic Education 

Commission early payment of part of the 

annual funding due to them in July. He says if 

schools commit to having their physical 

campus open for term two the students who 

can’t learn from home, they can get 12.5% of 

their money – a total of almost $1.7 billion – 

on May 21. They must also have a solid plan 

to totally reopen the classrooms at the start 

of June. The same amount would be paid on 

June 9 if at least half of their students are 

back in regular classroom-based learning 

from 1 June. 

England will open to children in a phased manner 
Schools in England will be opened to children 

in a “phased manner” once the coronavirus 

lockdown ends. Williamson said he could not 

yet give a date for schools to restart, but he 

would give them “as much notice as possible” 

so they can prepare properly. He ruled out 

opening them during the summer vacation 

between mid-July and the start of September. 

“We recognize that the idea of schools all 

returning on day one with the full 

complement of pupils is not realistic or 

practical. I do expect schools to be opened in 

a phased manner,” Williamson told the House 

of Commons Education Committee in an 

online session. Schools, colleges and nurseries 

across the U.K. have been shut for five weeks, 

apart from a limited provision for vulnerable 

children and those of designated key workers. 

Williamson told lawmakers the government is 

in discussion over policies to help 

disadvantaged children catch up. 
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Chalk Tree Global School, Gurugram
Our Philosophy: 
Child Centred Innovative Approach to Learning 

 
Curriculum: 
We follow a multi-modality learning curriculum that will train the children to reach desired levels of understanding by 
using their various faculties and intelligence. Students are nurtured to be independent, critical thinkers, develop critical 
reading, writing and analysis skills, learn to understand the value of research across all areas of the curriculum and be 
self-motivated through a genuine love for the subject and not only by intrinsic rewards. 
 

Campus & Infrastructure Facilities: 
 CCTV Surveillance 

 Air-conditioned Class Rooms 

 Auditorium 

 Well Equipped Library 

 Music & Dance Studios  

 Audio-Visual Studio  

 Medical Infirmary  

 Indoor Play Area  

 Outdoor Sports Facility  

 Splash Pool 

 Sand Pit 

 Cafeteria 

 STEM Lab 

 Composite Lab 
 

 
 
 

From the Director’s Desk  
In my lifetime, the world has 

expanded into different hemispheres 

with various explorations in the 

universe, yet it has become much 

smaller through technological 

advancements in transportation and 

communication making distances less 

significant and almost virtual. With 

the advancement in technology and 

ever changing lifestyles, we are facing 

a paucity of time and the ever-

increasing need to guide our children 

to become ‘Responsible Global 

Citizens’. This school is our initiative 

to contribute to the society and 

aiding in the overall development of 

children with strong moral and social 

values. We aim to nurture lifelong 

learners, who, through respect and 

intercultural understanding, 

technology, creativity, collaboration 

and an active engagement in 

community service, become citizens 

of the world to contribute, and make 

a difference in the world. 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Nitin Gupta 

Director 
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What Sets ‘Chalk Tree’ Apart 

 Auditorium 

 Child’s Security 

 Experiential Learning  

 STEM & Computer Lab  

 Fostering 21st Century Skills  

 State-of-the Art Infrastructure 

 Utmost Care for Safety and Hygiene 

 Spacious and Vibrant AC Classrooms  

 Focus on Holistic Development of the Child  

 Focus on Sports and Co-Curricular Activities 

 Well-equipped Indoor and Outdoor Play Area 

 

Co-curricular Activities 
We at Chalk tree focus on the all-round development of each child. Co-curricular activities are an integral part of a 

child’s growth and development.  These activities expose children to various skills in building a wholesome and fulfilling 

childhood. 

Sports: A child at Chalk Tree spends about 40 min engaging with sports on a daily basis. Along with developing skills 
like focus, stamina building sports is a wonderful grooming ground for nurturing discipline, hard word, dedication, 
respect, and an opportunity to view failure as a stepping stone to learning.   
 

 Martial Arts  Yoga  Gymnastics  Basket Ball  Fitness  Skating 
 

Performing Arts: These skills are actively used to aid delivery of academic learning as well. It helps children to develop 
originality, express creatively and work individually as well as in a team.  

 
  Music  Dance  Drama   Debate 

 
Visual Arts: Involving children in art and craft promotes self-expression, encourages creativity and fosters the ability 
to deal with various mediums. It nurtures love for creativity and the ability to express, welcome new ideas, take 
feedback and implement the same.  

 Art   Craft 
 

Life Skills: Each child is unique and is a repository of immense potential and unbounded possibilities. Our curriculum 
focuses on an integrated approach where life skills are nurtured through day to day transactions with the children. 
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Vidsan Charterhouse, Gurgaon 
“Create • Preserve • Transform” 

Introduction 
Vidsan Charterhouse is an international 

day cum boarding school that welcomes 

students from diverse communities, 

cultures, and nationalities to access and 

benefit from its enriching academic and 

residential life. As India’s first co-

educational boutique boarding school, 

Vidsan Charterhouse maintains its prime 

focus on personalised development, 

innovative thinking and academic 

excellence. Affiliated with Cambridge 

Education International 

Assessment (CAIE) and the 

International Baccalaureate (IB), we 

offer individualised, broad, and 

challenging accredited programmes 

across a continuum of disciplines that 

help our students develop an informed 

curiosity and a persistent passion for 

learning. We recognise that society 

predominantly evaluates achievement 

through grades and ranks; however, we 

dissent from the view that excellent 

schooling is measured only through 

academic prowess. Our pedagogical 

approach inherently draws from the best 

aspects of traditional and progressive 

instructional practices and remains 

focused on developing learners of 

integrity and character.

  

Head of School
As a senior educator with over 25 years 

of experience in the K12 education 

segment, Ma’am Nandita Sahu comes to 

VCH as a visionary of progressive 

education. Her wealth of experience is 

indeed enriched with her wide-spectrum 

foray into national and international 

curricula in premium residential and day 

schools across the country. Her public 

acclaim for her contribution to education 

as well as her efforts in sensitising youth 

and child development are illuminating 

and numerous. Amongst her most 

worthy citations are: National Award for 

Mainstreaming Mental Health and 

Physical Education given by:

• Ministry of Youth and Sports Affairs, Government of India, in November 2018.   

• National Award for pioneering efforts in Inclusive Education given by National 

Institute of Children with Multiple Disabilities. 

• Awarded by AKS Consultancy Services as one of the ‘100 Most Effective 

Principals in 2017  

• Atal Tinkering Labs Project Grant by Niti Aayog, Government of India, March 2017 

• Mahatma Gandhi Intergenerational Empowerment Award by Home Minister in 2016 

• "Samvedana "- Health Educator Award 2016, by Times Foundation and AIIMS in 2016 

• Delhi Gaurav Award (DGA) by Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment in 2015 

• RBQCA (Ramakrishna Bajaj National Quality Circle Award) for institutional excellence in 2015.    

 

Boarding in School 
Life at our boarding is a unique and 

exciting journey of a young child 

surrounded by creative, inspired and 

like-minded individuals that cross the 

threshold of adulthood together. Our 

boarding provides an exceptional home 

for boys and girls between 9 – 17 years 

old, a life-altering experience that is 

friendly, comfortable and homely. We 

expose them to a variety of sports, co-

curricular & recreational activities to 

broaden their learning and develop in 

them an exceptional character and 

demeanour. We provide our boarders 

with real-world experiences through 

supervised monthly outings and social 

gatherings – this contributes to their 

understanding of the world, significantly 

impacts their problem-solving skills and 

allows them to create memories and 

meaningful relationships that sustain for 

a lifetime. They gain a greater 

understanding of their community, 

strengthen connections and foster a 

sense of belonging. 
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Curriculum Adopted:
For holistic and all-rounded development, our 

curriculum integrates three fundamental 

components – Academics, Sports & Co-

curricular and Global Outreach & Exposure – 

they go hand-in-hand to 

develop all aspects of a 

child’s intellect. Affiliated to 

CAIE and IB, we aim to 

promote a rounded 

development of our pupils, 

making them 

knowledgeable inquirers, 

and responsible and 

motivated individuals that 

prepare themselves for 

lifelong learning in a globally 

relevant scenario. Through 

our affiliations and 

accreditations, we maintain 

international standards of 

academic excellence and sustain acceptable 

levels of quality that help our graduates attain 

admission in distinguished universities and 

institutions worldwide. The guidelines of 

these accrediting bodies allow us to develop 

criteria and conduct peer evaluations and 

measure benchmarks, evaluate standards, 

determine areas for self-improvement and 

create a viable plan for judicious 

development. ALS – Additional Learning 

Support occurs during academic hours for 

pupils that need further learning assistance to 

support their mainstream classes, helping 

them cope with their academics. ALS – 

Additional Learning Support occurs during 

academic hours for pupils that need further 

learning assistance to support their 

mainstream classes, helping them cope with 

their academics. We have an SEN Department 

that provides support to 

underachievers or slow 

learners, and pupils with 

learning disabilities like 

Dyslexia, Dyscalculia, 

Attention Deficit Disorder 

(ADD) & Attention Deficit 

Hyperactivity Disorder 

(ADHD). We have an English 

Language Support 

department that provides 

multi-faceted teaching in the 

form of ESL (English as a 

Second Language) and EFL 

(English as a Foreign 

Language) that brings 

English immersion into classrooms from 

primary to the senior school. We enroll 

bilingual or bicultural pupils that require 

special language attention in the ESL and EFL 

classes. 

 

Infrastructure:
Our beautiful structure comprises academic 

and administrative building and sports 

ground that makes Vidsan Charterhouse a 

serene learning space with a spectacular 

residential infrastructure. With spacious and 

well-ventilated classrooms, our Academic 

Block provides our pupils and teachers with 

adequate space that promote self-motivated 

learning in a relaxed environment. Through 

smart classes, we make our classroom 

teachings effective, engaging and interactive 

through audio and visual presentations. Our 

infrastructure comprises specialist studios for 

performing and visual arts, a media centre or 

digital library, and a centre for recreational 

activities that include Robotics and 

Aeromodelling. We have a fully equipped 

laboratory for Biology, Chemistry, Physics, 

Mathematics, ICT and Languages that meet 

stringent standards of safety, technology and 

paraphernalia.  The laboratories, along with 

our library and other specialist rooms, are 

clustered around our central atrium, which 

serves as an assembly and general meeting 

point. With an in-house equitation facility, 

separate courts for lawn tennis, volleyball & 

basketball, and a separate field for football 

and cricket, we continue to expand our 

infrastructure as an on-going development 

plan and continue to sustain an 

interdisciplinary learning ecosystem that 

harbors experiences for life.
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CCA School (Colonel’s Central Academy), Sector 4, Gurgaon 

Introduction 
Established on 27th March, 1981, the 

school is a progressive public school that 

envisages to mould a community of 

steady, committed, illuminated and 

empowered citizens of tomorrow.  It 

gives paramount importance to impart 

integrated value education with special 

emphasis on both co-curricular and 

extra-curricular activities. Motivated by 

effervescence of the highly dedicated 

Founder Chairman of the school Col. Kr. 

Pratap Singh; and the brilliance of the 

dynamic Director Principal Mrs. Nirmal 

Yadav at the helm, the school continues 

to give wings to CCAites by giving them 

multifarious opportunities to learn the 

finer nuances of life with zeal and 

devotion of a 100 plus talented, 

committed and responsible staff 

members. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Laudable Facilities – Pioneered at CCA 
 3-D Software capsules for Classes I to XII and Printers to develop imagination 

 Three fully equipped auditoriums with multiple seating options and One Open Amphitheatre 

 Extramarks and Byju’s softwares for all subjects 

 Quizdom for speedy results for Quizzes and Masterminds 
 

   

MISSION & AIM STATEMENT 

To educate and help develop each child to his/her fullest potential 

VISION STATEMENT  

We, the CCA School Fraternity declare our commitment to 
provide educational experiences of quality that enable our 

students to learn, share and succeed.  We continuously seek 

excellence in our work and in the education system. 
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Sports & Extra Curricular Activities 
The school has a sprawling and spacious 4 acre sports complex at Village Sadhrana, a mere 20 minutes’ drive away from the school 

complex.  Conducive environment, expert coaches, encourage and support have produced many excellent sports stars who have 

won accolades and laurels at Inter School, District, Zonal and State levels in Athletics, Cross Country, Cricket, Basketball, Chess and 

Volleyball.   

 

Some Best Practices at CCA 
Orientation Classes: The school holds 

these unique orientation programmes in 

the months of April & May for students 

of classes VI, IX & XI.  We take pleasure in 

being the trail blazer in arranging 

concentrated programmes for providing 

education relevant to today’s 

competitive world; that enables a child 

to become confident and disciplined 

individual.

 Trekking, White Water Rafting and 

Skiing: Skiing on the slopes of Narkanda 

requires specialized training and skills.  

Students undergo the basic course there 

for Trekking. Solang Valley and Kufri are 

endurance activities besides learning 

about mountain eco-systems.  White 

Water Rafting at Shivpuri in Uttarakhand 

is specific to Class XI and is highly thrilling, 

skilled team experience each year since 

past 15 years or more.

Library Build up: Students help build 

school and class libraries. We at CCA 

provide an opportunity to our students 

that during vacations they can purchase 

any books of their choice. After reading 

them they can deposit the books in 

school library and take full refund of the 

book cost.  This ensures Class Library is 

built from books of their interest and 

peers too derive pleasure reading them.  

 

. 

 

 

 
- Kahlil Gibran (1883 - 1931) 

  

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENTS 

 Best Career Counselling Leaders by Education World Grand Jury 2019-2020. 

 Ranked 53rd at All India Level and 5th in Gurgaon, based on CBSE Class XII Board Results 
2014 

 Ranked 3rd in Gurgaon District in 2015 based on CBSE Class XII Board Results and featured 
in top 100 schools of CBSE  

 Participation at QC International Conventions at Turkey, London, Sri Lanka, Mauritius and 
National Levels too. 

 Our Student Vikas Sharma in Guinness Book of World Records for Fastest Calculation of 
Roots up to over 50 digits. 
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Overview of AR and VR in Education: 

Extended reality is no longer just a part of sci-

fi movies. Virtual Reality has made its impact 

in the past few years, with augmented reality 

and mixed reality being used more often in 

real-world applications. The technology is 

becoming more adaptable than ever 

imagined. The future of learning and 

workplace training is connected to learning 

technology. As technology becomes more 

omnipresent and affordable, education sector 

is becoming another source of revenue for XR 

companies. Currently, the most popular types 

of XR are augmented reality, virtual reality, 

and mixed reality. VR can be used to 

communicate lots of things, from history to 

human structure.  

Let us know the difference between AR and 

VR. “Augmented Reality” is a technology in 

which a computer-generated layer is formed 

over the images, sounds and text we see in the 

actual world. AR provides a digital element to 

a live view. One of the most popular way, the 

AR has penetrated everyday life is through 

mobile games. In 2016, the AR 

game 'Pokémon Go' became 

popular worldwide, with over 

100 million estimated users. 

And it ended up making more 

than $2.0 billion, According to 

Forbes. “Virtual Reality” is a 

technology which provides us 

a three dimensional, 

computer generated 

environment, which can be 

explored by a person. VR 

takes us into a completely 

different world as VR objects 

shut out the physical world. 

For example, instead of teaching history to 

students in a traditional manner, students can 

take classes through AR and VR and go back in 

time and see events unfold in front of them. 

 

Role of Augmented and Virtual Reality in education:

VR & AR is the vision of the future education 

system. Classroom learning is undergoing 

changes at an exceptional rate. Technology is 

stepping into classroom learning, while 

providing interactive elements to students. 

VR learning offers a substitute to students 

who face difficulties in learning. There are 

some students who find it problematic to 

understand, what they are being taught and 

might easily give up on their studies. 

However, virtual reality offers them an 

alternative way to simplify the difficulties in 

understanding what they are taught. This 

technology will provide a boost to students 

to improve their overall grades. Today’s 

children are already familiar with the 

changing technologies, that’s why 

computerized tools and apps are making 

sense in classroom learning. AR/VR will act as 

an additional support to teachers. The 

technology will cover every concept in detail. 

For example, a student wants to see how does 

human digestive system works. They can see 

the whole digestion process in a virtual world 

by wearing the VR headsets.  

According to a survey in the marketing 

students, 87% of students are more likely to 

attend lecture when they are introduced with 

technology and 72 % of them are more likely 

to interact with teachers. Digital learning 

content, online assessments and projectors, 

these kinds of technologies are making their 

mark on K-12 segment of Indian education.

 

VR and AR in India:
Virtual labs, social media platforms, virtual 

and augmented reality tools are being 

implemented in India to provide experiential 

learning. Experiential learning methods, the 

use of artificial intelligence in education, and 

personalized learning methods are some of 

the major trends, which will continue to 

transform the Indian education system in 

2019 as well. The Indian educators are 

concentrating on implementing experiential 

learning by engaging students with 

gamification, AR, and VR in learning. Earlier in 

2018, AjnaLens, India’s first own AR headset, 

rolled out one of the world’s most advanced 

3D mapping systems, where digital 

holograms seamlessly integrated with the 

outside environment. So, if a part of the 

structure is being dissected or an organ is 

being examined, it feels real and immersive.
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VR and AR outside India 
Even though technology is yet to make its 

mark in the Indian education market but it’s 

already a part of education curriculum. Many 

countries like Australia, U.S.A are using VR 

headsets to take their students on virtual 

foreign trips. For example, a geography 

teacher is taking the students to a virtual trip, 

which is providing them a unique visual 

experience of the real world. VR is being used 

in elementary, secondary and high school and 

it also helps in providing vocational training.  

By studying through VR, students are getting 

the reality of being in an unfamiliar working 

environment. A medical student can 

experience the whole procedure of minor as 

well as major surgeries of any body part.  

Learners do best learn in a better way by 

having experience, whether it’s learning how 

to play a sport, a musical instrument or do a 

cardiac surgery. VR is making this dream come 

true.  

 

Top companies using AR and VR to enhance education: 

1. Google Expeditions: US based company 

take students on field trips via AR and VR, 

allowing students to travel the world without 

ever leaving the classroom. For example, 

Google is currently selling its Expedition Kits, 

which provides equipment for teacher and 

students at $10,000. Currently, it is expensive 

but the prices will drop as this technology 

enters the mainstream market.  

2. Lifeliqe: The technology is enhanced with 

3D models, so science learning can be visual, 

hands-on, interactive and fun for students. 

The digital program includes over 1,300 3D 

and AR models with over 700 lessons to teach 

them. STEM. Students can learn new concepts 

easily with AR and VR technology. 

3. Unity Technologies: Unity Technologies, 

a California based game development 

company helps students to make creative 

ideas into enveloping realities, creating new 

education technology for learning apps, 

games and simulations.  

4. Labster VR:  Labster, a USA based 

company offers a realistic lab experience that 

anyone can access to perform experiments in 

a risk-free environment. The VR labs provide 

opportunities, which are not available in real 

labs i.e. the ability to zoom in to view life 

science at a molecular level, missions that 

connect the science to real life situations, and 

the ability to alter time to make experiments 

quicker, and to go back in time to fix an error.  

 

 

Scope and opportunities of AR and VR
Educators are not only interested in this 

technology; they are also planning to invest 

heavily in these projects. According to 

Forbes, reports from Goldman Sachs 

estimate that roughly $700 million will be 

invested in AR and VR applications in 

education sector by 2025. Another report 

predicts that America USA will have virtual 

reality classroom learning of 60% in their 

higher education institutions. Whatever 

might happen, entertainment will remain 

the primary source of AR and VR 

applications. According to a report, the 

global VR market was valued at $2.2 

billion in 2016 and is expected to grow to 

$26.89 billion by the year 2022. Recently, 

a leading chinese tech company, Tenest, 

has released a report, where they found 

that there are 3,00,000 AI researchers and 

practitioners in the world but the market 

demand for such developers is in millions. 
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Challenges of AR and VR in education

1. Expensive: AR and VR headsets are very 

costly as they have the most advanced 

technology designed in them. Every school 

cannot afford to install this technology at their 

school campuses. VR also has some elements 

of complexity that most schools in India aren’t 

trained to use to tech concepts through VR, 

every student must have the VR headsets with 

them and minimum cost of a VR headset is $ 

200.  

 

2. Time consuming: Teaching concepts or 

lessons through text books do not consume 

much time, but when the same concept is 

taught through AR/VR, it becomes time 

consuming as this technology takes the 

learner to a different virtual world which 

would have detailed description for every 

little thing. Teaching in traditional manner 

saves a lot of time as one teacher can connect 

to every student present in the class. 

 3. Lack of realism: As we all know that 

AR/VR takes us into a virtual world, which is 

entirely different from reality. For example, 

when we watch a 7D movie, we see ghosts, 

animals sitting next to us but in reality it’s just 

a cybernetic world we see. Therefore, we can 

say that AR/VR technology lacks realism. 

 

4.Students may get disorientated at 

first: There are many students in India who 

have never witnessed AR/VR technology. So 

for many students it will be a new thing with 

which they are not so familiar. In the 

beginning students may get confused with 

this technology as it comprises of some 

multifaceted elements. 

5. Dizziness and eye soreness: Students 

may get easily addicted to AR/VR headsets 

which may lead to many health diseases. 

Excessive use of these headsets may harm the 

vision of students. Short term eye strain is 

very common in using these headsets. 

Students who are prone to motion sickness 

may feel dizziness even if they use these 

headsets for very short duration. 

 

Conclusion 
Technology around the world is changing 

rapidly. What’s new today may become 

obsolete tomorrow. Thus, future of 

technology is unpredictable. The same thing 

applies for education. AR/VR concept in 

education may fully change the method of 

teaching and understanding. AR/VR in 

education will provide an interactive 

learning environment for students. It will 

also eliminate language barrier as students 

can understand the same lessons in different 

languages. Although these technologies 

have not made their mark on e-learning 

industry so far, the sustained growth of 

global markets for AR and VR is a promising 

sign. Moreover, the increasing investment in 

AR and VR indicate significant potential for 

future growth. Global investment in VR 

technology touched a record height of $3 

billion in 2017, which is nearly three times 

higher than that of 2015. We hope to see 

many schools in India using VR headsets or 

having virtual labs installed at their 

campuses. Keeping the latest trends in mind, 

educators could create alternative methods 

of experience by introducing gamification 

and virtual labs that will assist students to 

conduct and simulate experiments that are 

based on the real-world phenomenon. 
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